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· This: thesis ia · an eX8IDination af the characterization 
-~ ~ ~omas ·Jefferson nut-gin, th~ p.N>tagonist of The Landl9rd · • f • 
,. 
• 
_. M. Lion's. Head by. William. Dean Ho-wells. -As a cha.racter study . 
~-
rather than an evaluation of the novel itself', its objective 
ia to examine and establish.Jrurgin as t:he aesthetic success 
which Howells considered ·him. This is accomplished by, studying_ · 
. . 
. Durgin aa he is seen by the critics, by:~Howells hjmself, by 
the other major characters, .and by this writer •. ' . . 
. 
-
. 
. 
+he .. first chapter serves as an introduction and ex-. 
L.. 
· · plair,.s. t~ choice or- topic and methods employed in~ dealing vith 
the.· iopic in this thesis. 
The second cbapte.r is a survey or the crl.tical liter-
.. 
·~ atm-e dealing with the characterization, which has been only 
superficially probed; the conclusions put forth are by no means 
11nanimous. The critics of Jeff nut-gin outnumber bis adn;iirers 
and supporters, and the majority opinion_ sees him as Hov1ells 1s 
varning against eroding American va.lueso 
. ,. 
· The third 0 chapter disc-µ.sses Durgin.'s relationships vith 
seven other· major- characters in \~he·_ novei, vho~e evalua.t,ions • 
,1 
- _ .. _ ........ - ~-·· 
. 
.. o..f the protagonist are for _:t;~e. 1most part a~ verse. - -·· ·-- . ...-
The fourth chapter is my ow aMlysis or Durgin. _ " 
Although I do not attempt to present an entirely favorable 
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portrait,. I,J12. challenge the school ·o£ _thought that 
~· . . . . ..... .. 
.•7 :t 
presents-,:. 
- ·- - - :;,_~ -
him as an- utterly selfish and_ self-centered Scoundrel; parti,-
·' , 
DY deuionstrating that critics j.nf"er perhaps too much at$fiorial• <Ir 
'' 
t· 
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·: ~iticism or this·· c]laracter who· is remarkably r~presentative 
.... 
/ / 
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of the modern American young ma1e. Similarly,· I do not alloW 
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Jere Westover, nuf.gin's most/unrelenting critic, to stand as 
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. Ie1ke- Henn- .James J Wil+jam Dean Howells _seems ·to· 'be 
... 
. p 
an American author of "l:fmjted" appeal_.· He is, for instance,·. 
considered either· too.;.difficult .. or· too o,'bscure for inclusion -
.1 
' . ' . 4 . 
in bigh-ach'!ol literature anthol~gies. He receives .scant, 
attention in most c9llege tmde~graduate survey courses, _which 
. 
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purport to emphasize "majo~" -American authors. His novels 
' -,,. ..,. 
• 0 
have-not becom~ a part of Americana. as have those of, ~a,, 
,. 
.' Mark Twain and Nathaniel Hawthorne. He is, for that" matter, 
unJrnom to ~he "average 8. Ameri,can. reader, who wo·iud be hard-
. . 
· pressed to name even one of Ho'Wells ts works. .. 
-- . "- ~~,,- . .,.~ 
As is ·-the· case' with HeilrywJameS, -it takes a partic11lar 
kind or reader to "tolerate" and apprec~te Howells. -Popular 
with the female ·readers of h±s era,Ho~ells was se"rerely 
castigated, primarily-for his gentility, in the 1 20 1s and 
130 1 s ~ Only. in recent years has he enj 01ed what amo,mts to 
·. a ttreviva1•·;·· he is being re-evaluat~ not only in terms of his 
relation to his era and his contributions to American literary 
realism in both theory and practice, but also in terms_or what 
he says about l~fe and people (and his obs\1:'8-tions ~e sig-
~ificant~ accurate even today). 
. ........ 
(> 
· · My first in-depth s~lildy of Howells occurred in the 
• 
• J spring', of· 1966 !ln. .·a· graduat·e_ course dealing with. t~e beginnings. 
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anything by- ·Ho:wel.ls· other than· "Editha, 11 a short. story 1 which , 
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.. . 
• , . ap~~rs in mani undergraduate lite'rature. survey anthologies .• t_ 
In that graduate c.o~se I read The IU,se gi SiJ.as Lapham2 ~ 
prepared an evaluation or that no_vel· in light of_ Hoyell~ 's- .. '. -
.critic~l theories as preS8n~ed in Ctiticism and. Fiction.3 . .., · · 
I ••• --__;_;.,...,.:...._ .. --;,..-·:• 
Ila ; l • 
• 
. ·I vas .impressed by the ncl:vel: I found its characters believ-
, • .. 
7 
' 
able, its plot caref'ully· constructed, and its theme signi£i-
--
·_. c1ant. At that time ·I earmarked Howells as one· of a number o·f 
. . ~ 
"''·. 
- ~-~----- ~~-
-- authors suitable as material. for a master's thesis. • .,r.J;,,· ,• 
, . 
.--
' . 
,, -~- \ 
· ~The _name of Howells recurred again and ~gain in my 
' . ..,_ . ___ J· . 
search ··.ror a s~table topic; the difficulty lay- in selecting 
a particular novel for intensive treatment. · Prel~inary 
. 
. 
.. reading led me, to The-··J:andlord M Lion's Head, the novel which· 
' \ 
many critics: consider _his<' \.be~.t~,- .. 3_uperior even to The R,.se. gt 
p ~ 
Silas Lapham. 
.t. 
In reading the novel, I identified with Thomas Jefferson.-
~ --
--
.. 
·nurgin, the protagonist: I .foimd him a most interesting char-
acter. _ Since Howells had writ~en in Criticism and Fictiion 
\. 
:that "T~e fatuity of tpe story merely as a_story is something·· . 
.· that must early {unp;-ess. the story-teller who does hot live in _ 
... .... 
'\;he stone age of fiction and criticism, n4 I believe that there 
.. 
is· an1ple justification in assiim1ng that he meant the character-
izat.ion of Jeff Durgin tc;> outweigh the plot ~ The landlord il 
.Lion's Head. iv- decision to deal with the characterization 
'· was confirmed when I discovered that Ho--wells h:1mself regarded 
' ~ . \ 
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' · Durgin as an ,naes,thetic suCcess.•5 .~ objecti~e became tO 
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pr es ent a thorough study or the characterization by examining . -_ •. 
. ~ 
. 
Durgin as he is seen by the ~itics, by Rowel~ b.:hnself', end· 
·~_by the other ~major characters· in the novel. 
.I consider the amo~t of published criticism dealing 
\ 
~ . . ~ 
·vith the novel.~, in partf.Cular, with Durgin bjmself, suj.:-
. able to sustain a one-chapter survey· 0£ it. That surv~y is 
pre.ti~nted ·as Chapter Two of this thesis.· 
' Chapter Three · discusses Jeff ~gin I s relationships 
/ 
"' with seven· other major characters· in t)le novel, on all or whom.,,', 
5. 
,,. 
_ ____. ____ .~-- . -.---------------
. ,: ' . \ 
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Howells said· he had 11a very good grip. 116 I cons-id-er-it-cess-eu--~---=='-----~~,=-=- ~==11 
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tial that Durgin ~e s~udied ~ the light or what the other 
~ ~ . 
I 
· characters consider him to b~ for, as Durgin hiIQ1;1elf Jh:lpks, 
t ,, 
1t ,• •• A good ~any other people had co~e in and taken a) hand in 
.)_ _making. his own lifewwhat it had been; and i.f he had -meddled 
,#> vith theirs more than he v~s wanted, it was abou"l; an- even 
. n? thing. 
• ti,,.o.. • ·~ "- ._ 
Chapter Four is my ow analysis of Durgin.· It should 
\ 
. .. 
·--
be noted hel'e that, although I do not~attempt to present an 
" 
_/ 
entirely favorable portra,._ t in my analysis of bi m, I sl.q cha) lenge 
~ 
·\ . 
.- the school of t~ought that presents him as an utterly selfish 
and self-centered scoundrel. Sjmilarl.y,_ I do not allov Jere 
? 
W~s1;,over, the effeminate. artist, to stand as ·~-d~~ciple or . 
. -· ... -~-·----...::.~..------··-- -·- --
~--------
. righteousness that some critics try to~ make him. 
r- If my opinion of Durgin is not., indeed, identical 
with.William Deap. Howells's,· it is at least my own, based on 
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·· can realistically cJ.,:im. . . . Howells himself offers us· what ·is 
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possibly the_ best, explana.Ji~n for the contradictions in inter- - ~·~ 
. ·pretation of the novei and· .th~ ·protagonist: 11The characters in·,· ·. 
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charm--or--~th~- American novel~ It"is .throughout e:x.aminative, .,, 
discursory, even more-quizzical. _Its characters are unde.r-
,~- . . . • . • . _ . .f· ,J(.. . , . . ' . . . . .. : . . ' . . .. 
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tion.... · He is never caught identify~g himself witb them; ·:he 
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· must. preserve impartiality at· all costs •••• u8 
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. In ·n·The Editor'~ Study, !f· Howells onee- wrote that .,the 
writer should make men "know one another.better, -that _they 
. ' 
' ~ 
may all be hmnbled _and strengthened by_ a sense of their fra-
. 
. 
ternity.•9 I try to demonstrate in this thesis that Howells 
did, indeed, accomplish this objective Jn, The landlord ~-Lion's 
Head by leading us to know better Jeff Durgin's type of person· 
and the characteristics of Durgin in ourselves ~nd in our 
,I) . 
. ·rellow·man. 1.( • <I 
' _). . Howells also vrote, n1 fjnd every man interest~g, 
whether he thinks or untb:Jnke, whether he is. savage or civilized; . 
for this reason I ••• thank the novelist who teaches us ••• to 
know ••• our kind. 111~ As a particiil.ar kind ·or man, Durgin is 
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not always wholly admirable in his actions_,·· but neither is any 
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·· .the reflection· of life. n11 Flattered rather than. insulted .· 
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.vhen romanticism-oriented 0rritics attacked Silas Lapham as 
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. ], 
·"commonpla.ce, 11:12 Howells_ offers us",,yet another "co•onplace~ 
character in Jeff, Durgin, who distil).ctly coun:ters the "ro~n-
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· ticn k~nd of haro that Howells -so d·espised. One, co,il.d logically 
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- ,,.: of Jeff D~gin in. us, ~nd ·.in the Ame~ican way ot life, ·than we 
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. Owen Wister once __ related ·that when ·he vis_it.ed Henry-· 
, . I 
James in 1896, James £ell to praising The Landlord ill Lion's · i. 
\ilead, the most recent work o~ William·· Dean Ho,.rells, published 
r 
·that s~e year.1 · 
"' ' 
.. ]·: 
· · "It's-it*s-it,1s, [he began,] Well, I 
tbink: it-'s possible-yes, I'll go as far 
as possible--tha tc:=athat. s·u-and-a-half 
American~ow how good· it is." 
i . ' 
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"Yes, my dear· Owen, you I re· the · bair·l n·2 . 
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Yet_ ~ a review of the novel:,. a contempor,ry~r _. 
' . . 
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Howef-ls's remarked that 'I,d0 Ildt knQw that it ~The !.apslOrd 
ill. Lion's HeadJ bas any obvious purpose, except t~" shc)'w that 
' . 
. 
an ignoble boy wiJ J . become· an ignoble man. n3 Such mis11nder- . 
r ~ 
-stand~g or the theme of this ·novel is refuted by modern 
/ 
' -
-.critics, such as Edwin H. Cady, who claims that around Jeff 
· -Durgin, the _maj,or character, "Howells orga~ized his research 
; 
into the plight of'civilization in ·modern .American life. into 
. \ -
·its most solid pattern. tt4 . · 
. . ' \ 
.., 
' . ' ~ 
' b 
. Ol~v W. Fryclcstedt, adds that Durgin is allowed to 
'· 
., 
~ · cha.l+E;l_IIge in .Yord· apd action "the notion, so dear to Howells, 
'. . 
. that 'you,·c·annot· do a wrong tpjng and prosper ~n it.tt5 Siroj-~ 
µlrly, Mary Petrus ~~livan writes that this·novel was ·Ho'Wells 1s 
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ness dOes not nec~ssarily receive lllat~ial reward in this lite,· 
\ '. ' .. 
so ·spirituai badness does not ine~tably reap chastisement· on 
-~ •. 
tb:1.s side ~r death. n6 ·0ne final qUOtation h~re, that or · · 
. -
De_Jmar Gross Cooke, will further illustrate the profundity _ . 
-,.·, 
.which modern critics see in the theme: 
·, .. 
OppoSlilg as.· e .o ~ [Howells] did the· persiste~ce 
in our fiction of a moralitsr--·that bestows 
upon spiri t11ali ty re·wards ~nyt_hing but spir- . · 
it1ial, he 'tjas bound to show us in his ··most 
significant instance °' o o the sad ins,ufficiency 
of the success which our iforld · comm.only 
allots to those mean enough to aim at indi- ...... 
· 1-~ vidual happiness and strong enough to achieve 
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· rn· the character of Jeff Durgin (specific a·spects ~r 
·-- . ~ . 
which will be dealt 'W.i.th·folloving this discussion o.f theme, 
;j 
I ir,· in actuality, the ·two can be separated in this instance),_ 
Howells studied the·moral char~cter of the materially SUCQ~SS--
4, • 
'. - · ful American. - William McMurray sees Durgin I s story in terms 
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of confiicting moral ~ues in a changing society.8 And, 
> ..,--"'' 
' 
writes Lloyd Morris,· in Durgin the old American moral sense _ 
had given -way to a view or affairs unc_o'l:'6red by arr, ethical 
preconception~. "Was not Durgin•s psychology that of the emi-
nent models of American. s'!ccess-the Carnegies, Hills, Schwabe, 
and their like? n9 ·- · 
l) 
~ ...... / - -
There is also, Cady points out, the quest·ion here or 
whether· Durgin is the man of the American future. A genera-
tion of middle-class .Americans were (and still are, l~r that 
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matter) invited to consider why their ambitions and thei.t' means 
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· · ot .realb~ these .ambitions should be the same as· Durgin!a.10 
C~oke declare~ that Durgin, "Howells Is~ "suprem~~~·artis- . 
ii 
tic creation, ••• is a study without parallel in our litera- .. -~-: l . . . .~. . . . . . .. 
·ture, of the tragedy or ,,rorldly success which meets no. efte_c-
... tive opposition, of _the insidious selfi_sbness which bas its · 
way with anatur-e too strong to be te~pted into crime and too 
unfortunate to be called to a reckoning with itself iii any 
a . . . . 
large moral crisis, •.•• a:£ a sheer incapacity for . good. n-11 
Because he . "submerged the .natura.l moral faculty and .. 
-
! 
co-µld not understand the .ar~stocratic sense of obligation, tJ .. 
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accordinl_to George C~ Carrington, ·Jr., the reader bim.<Jelf is 
lef'l; in a moral dilemma, ~able to condemn Durgin .or absolve 
h1ro; for by leaving .. ~gin's real achievements· to the future, 
•Howells creates a sense or overhanging doom,- more terrible., 
'-.... 
. . ~) ' . ~·. 
in effe.ct than a Dreiserian recital of actusl accomplishments • .-13 
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· l ~It is typi(?al pf Howells I s· me~hod of characterization, 
-A+exander ·eowie points out, that he steadfastly refus_ed to 
' .. 
1sta.r" one or twp persons at the expense of the.rest of the 
,:b " 
"cast." One of t·he\.,_. few exceptio~.s to tl'l..is rule is Jeff Durginz 
~ . 
r . 
' . 
•The Landlord~ Lion's H~d may be said to exist mainly as a 
character study of the hero.n1~ C. Hartley Grattan agrees that 
• 
the Howells novel which comes closest to supplying an outstand-
.... --t' 
ing portrai ~ or an indi yidual is ~dlord and adds that, in , · 
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Spite of the .fact that '(l'Oali.fications ~t be :Jilade, .Durgin is , 
the best character in Howells. 15 And in '\h~ words o.r Oscar w. • 
- . 
Firkins, -land-lord is:· "more definftely the study of a single .!-
. ' .. ,--.. ;···· ... ·."· 
. . . . . 
. character_ than ani other novel or Mr. Hov1ells .... ' II and the 
~ ~ 
. ·"~ ~ 
-
P?rtrayal, of Durgin sho~t.Lld -~pd "the _notion,' if the notion still. 
" . ' ~ 
. 
persists,- that HQwells is a mere_ cabinetmaker or ·silversmith 
. .. ' i' 
in th~.' ~,.,,.<?t~IW.X~i¢~~,.~~~~:· ' . ~ ' . 
Research turns up lit~le disagreement that· Jeff Durgin 
·is_ a -mast''erpiece of characterization. Other platitudes abo,md. 
Cooke: "It was a triumph of an ,unusual kind :for Ho,.rells to 
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. well have been .pre~icted 'l·tba~ the greatest o.f ·his novels would 
teach· ;n.e lesson of s~ch a life. u1? "Sullivan: 11Durgin is 
,; 
Hovells I s most fully-rounded and scrupulously realistic cre-
ation. The novel is wholly his, a·~ympathetic but unsparing 
·-
unveiling of his true· 'character •. ~18 
Ind~ed, the aim of Durgin 1s maker has been subtle, 
.. , 
Firkins believes: · "Howells visned to drav a scoundrel, but .a -- . 
I 
scoundrel incognito, so to· speak, 'Without the particular deeds 
which attract that unseemly label; 4ihe stigmat~ were :t_o be 
. 
. ' ,. , 
~-.. excluded u19 in· fa~or' of what_ rCooke calls the ---~imponderable 
. 
. elements which we can obser·ve·''in ourselves and our brothers~ I 
rnE;1king for callousness· of ~oul and. insufficient living. n2_0 
"'J - . 
... 
But Howells was "not me~ely interested In §howip.g 
Jeff ·Durgin; he wanted t_o understand him. n21 "' And as much as 
he,disapproved of him, McMurray Yrites, ~Howells'did not fall 
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. · 1nto the .. 88.af Simpli.f:i.~tion of~ portrey"ing a blackguard.'922 . 
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.. . · ··. JJurgin, rather, is w. t Cowie terms a 41f'ormidable embodiment. 
-· -~ 
. :, . . ,\, , ' 
- - -, ·----- ... ~ ... :~~ -·--"·-··-· --~ ····-········-··---- -•-- of' an,i-social · princip es that are all the more pertubbing 
. ~ 
_}Jeca-qse of his.plausi9~e manners and comparatively harmless 
. ·• I~ . . ... 
conduct. it And this "&1 measure 0£ reality, 1! Oovie con- . 
J 
it 
tinues, is .what chiefly makes Iandlol:4 the most robust 0£ all 
.... ' 
'• 
. · Ho.,lells I s no veJ._s. 23 
More specifically,· Gra~tan sees. predatory cupidity aa. 
-~ _ .~the c~ntral strength 0£· Durgin' s · character and "the axis .. on 
.which his life· turns ••• ~it gives him substance and realitytt; 
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ing sel.fishne.ss,- boorishness, and ~ddishness), "which are . 
._.,/ 
more the product or the lack or social education· than o.f any-
. tbi ng else.tt24 ·eontin~ in.this vein,. Carrington writes 
. that Durgin ·is "ruthless in purs11ing his aims of e~nsion, 
,.. 
genially conte,mptuous bf Brahmin society,. ·and happily ignorant 
or morals, good man~ers, and c1ll.ture.1125 He is a selfish cal-
~ 
·cu1ator, Firkins_adds, "with controllable passions, and with 
0 
the inactive moi:a.l sense replaced, and, in its way, efficiently 
replaced~ by a cool estjmate of the degree ~o which good is 
·ust;,tul and evil practicable<- in a society tethered to laws and · 
' . 
usages. Durgin is, in._a sense, the rprejudiced eye; wh: it 
sees is actuality extricated from moral preconceptions.a · 
" Sullivan sums up Durgin 1s "philosophyn as 11a cool pragmatism ••• , 
.. " ... ·~ ,._ . ' 
practical concern for his O'WD. personal welfare and S'6.ccess.nZ7 · 
" 
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Thus, "Even from the pag~ Durgin inspires fear," Firkins insists.~8 
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But Durgin is not ·all evil; he· cannot 'be and· is· no.t ~ . 
. r 
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. ', ' . 
· thoroughly condemned. 'Carrington ·notes that Dl:1rgin has mahy ~ , , , . ' 
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. . ~ ~ 
.. : S<im:irable q~liti~s--energy, charisma, social smoothness, 
I 
/ 
,, 
r candor, humor,· intelligence, sell-control, '~and flawless pow~s 
of pe~ception;, and "this remarkable creation is handled wita 
fi,' 
,. 
.: ; 
-
1 ~ -elaborate care by Howell~.n29 Laurence ~utton agrees·: Durgin 1s 
, ... 
is a complex nature, to the portrayal o.f which "Mr. Ho·wells 
. has given. much care and thougp.t. He .is a curious admixture 
·>_. - - ·or ·good_ ~nd- eV?-1, following ·evil v9:ys for no pa.rticul~ reason, 
, 
. , ' , , ~ •· 
and 'not al'\iays responsible for his strange:t~oughts and deeds~n30 ,_ 
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·.:l'"~~~···'(itis obvious that D~_gin•s· intentions-and i:notiveff are always 
~- .bruit the merit 0£ his characterization ~s- precise~ that one 
.. \., 
' , 
J, 
'• . 
cannot infallibly judge Durg_iB I s ~~~ions,· or int-entiohs, roi: 
.. . . . 
, , 
"despite all the qualiti~s which render Durgin despieab?e, 
~ ,- . 
': 
Howells has managed to maiAtain a sympathetic cba.r~cteriza-
, ' , 
.. tion.• -The sec;et to' his perfect .balance .of jtrlgment, S11lJivan 
.. reels' is the "aura , or uncertainty which shields and protects 
tbe character of bu.rg1n.n31 Going even further, Fryckstedt 
maintains ,that Durgin's complex pers~nality is pretl!mted in_ 
' 
such a way that we· struggle to decide.to what extent he is 
· evil. "We even .wonder if he .. is evil. at all, 1132 becaus\~-, in . 
. ·\t,.,......._ 
Cooke ls words, Durgin' s character is "delineated in view ··or 
--- , . . r • 
his intentions or potentialities, and this is t~ rare and 
, .,.J ~ ,,, 
·peculiar ca.pa.city in which the art- of Ho,vells, with its scorn 
C· 
of. crimes and climaxes, can tou.,;h deep1y.n-33 
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Durgin has, accordtDg to Carrington,· some_clear reasons, 
• • ~ Q 
-. ev~n-so1ne socially recognized reasons, for_ ~s attitudes and ·.·. 
. -
_.. .. 
. · aetio.ns. lle'kows. his ow strength and rllthlesSness, ·. and •he· 
knows us, the niee and not;_so-nice city people, and--holds us 
in contempt. 1134 Furthermore, Tilton writes',. "Durgin's rebel-
. -1ion aga~st his mother I s unrealistic hopes for him, against 
• I 
his brother's watered-down religion,._ against·westover·•s assUDl}>-
,. ' 
I j tion that . gentlemanly de-cency works in. a · harshly competitive 
. ' (, 
'• 
~-~~-,,--·"·--· .-.. -~~---~-.... : .. · --~, against· society.,_ s ·callous patronage; _agaitist. Cynthia 1s ·. 
\ ;, 
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• ,· ,-~st~ingent puritanis~t)hese rebellions are understandable. tt.3r 
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But in similarly defe?).ding 'Durgin, Grattan finds it. 
< 
necessary to protect him from William Dean ·Howells 1·s ~ral be-
_, liefs and ra~r condemns_ the author himse3:1': 
. . Ho"Wells I s conception . of · Durgin must be 
derived from his comment more than it is 
· from the man 1s actions. .That fact marks the 
outstanding'weakness of his character draw--
. ing, here and elsewhere. · For. the actions 
h~ instances as evidence .of a character's 
go~odness. or badness never -se·em to· warrant . 
either evaluationo (.jyor instanceJ Durgin · is put down as selfish beca~se he places ·his 
own com.f or_t of mind a ~ve loyalty to the 
~j-nformed ideas of his mother; ~hat is, be-
, cause he fa.ils to fall in i.d th the mother-
worship convention of American societyo He 
is boorish because he does not make a frater-
·J 
nity at Harvard and is a1vki.·1ard $n Boston···socie-
ty o He is a cad because he .gets o o o [Alan ~ ... . •'· 
.. _ .. _ ... 
Lynde] drunk and makes amiable love to the 
sister ,nth no serious intent; he is amusing 
bimselfo His cupidity is exampled by the 
fact that he places the attaining of his 
ends above. the accidents of the means of 
'their attainmento 
\fuen Hov1ells attempts to. prove Durgin 
is not quite all that he should be by ·· 
instancing frequent attendance at Boston 
theatres, arid by reveal,ing that Durgin 
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-··spen~ a nigbt in jai'+ un,der ialse·'acc1]Sa-
tion of breaking a st~eet.light, one is 
- moved to laugho The trouble- here is that 
to Howells it \1a.S as.much a moral.error 
-
. . 
. 
of the first order to use.· the i..Jrong fork 
. at dinner·' as to- run off. with a million clol-
la.rs. He lvas beset by the middle-class 
horror or doin,6\he wrong thing, no matter 
on what level. - . . 
:·.,.,, ,10·,,,\,.ft.,,1 
-~-
···-
.. ·- . 
,· 
Cady alone- calls attention ,to the background and_ 
~-'··--~--· -- .--_ .·-. - --~----coiid1t1ons ·Wlucli'--produced · such· a·---COIIlplex- -chara~ter;-as Jeff 
. Durgin,'_ ~ling specifically vi th the aspects of home life 
-
',..', 
~ - -~---- - -
•· .. 
-\·-. ', 
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:purg-in:37 ._ It.At home, .Durgin has only_ ~he futile rernnants. :9.g 
.. 
.. the Puritan tradition,· dryrotted into the decadence of spir-
, 
i tualism, the decadence ~f ·women.• s j nheri ted but. unphilo~opb~ .. ~ : · · · 
. \ 
. . 
. 
- > 
-ical scrupulosities. From boyhood he has known .. tba.t he could 
~ f 
, 
· vanquish these with contemptuous for·ce· ·or 'Will. 11 Cady continues 
..•. J! 
-. that Durgin was a born anti-puritan, who inherits from his 
"' r• 
. -
-
maternal grandfather three characteristics: 1t(1) to be the 
. 
. ' 
. comical devil, ( 2) to lmow ho,w to keep hotel, and · (3) t·o return 
. 
evil for good~ by r.etd1.iating~.whenever anyone tried to· guide 
or discipline him toward goodness.n38 
. . Expanding from Durgin I s home life to his contact · vi th . 
. \ . . 
the "outside world, n Arnold B. Fox sees the· development of 
· Durgin as the logical result of bis contact vdth "a world 
which seeks constantly to relegate him to an inferior social 
position. 1139 Beg:lnning with Jere-West.over (a key character 
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_who,, ~cause _of his· primary- ·.runction 1n· the riovel--tbat oft . 
• J . - • 
• ~ 
- - . -
observing Dur~, ·is, d:i.scus_sed in· Cba.pter Tbr.e~ o_f this the~ia)~ 
. '-"'ti. 
,:, 
.'! Jeff ·finds tp.e outside wor.1c(·· puzzling.·· 1The easy integrity:. 
. 
------- --- ---·------ ---··---- .. -------------·- -------- --- - -- .. ----·------- ---- ~ ' .. 
_or Westover 1s civilization baff1!9~ Durgin,.~- writes Cady;· -~-
. r') - .. 
·_ •be.· respects and admires yet profoundly res('.nts it. n· Durgin 
.. 
finds 'the same· qualities in -the "better" guests at the hotel, 
.coming to worldly 'Wisdom, his belie:(_ in the :wick~es~ of the , 
1be~U. monde, 1 n in the opinion of Cooke; · are beautifully done. 42 
. _· Howells I s id,ea, according to William. M. Gib~on, waa. 
. . 
to bring a true New England· rustic tYPe into conflict with 
.. 
...... •.-;;:r1."I.( 
Cambr~dge and Harvard so~iety.43 Furthe;more, Durg:hn 1 ~,( en-
,1.\ 
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co~t·er wit~ Boston gives Howells a chance to undermine moral 
\ 
authority a~ to account for_ this)cbaracter•s contempt or it, 
while keeping Durgin I s badness well . in mind • .44 fuieed, Cady 
maintains, "th~ touchstone of his-barbarity eventually finds 
,i:.., 
its response 1n1,the plutocracy": Durgin ~s Genevieve. Vostranri, 
'~ 
. 
but then loses her temporari'ly to the social ambitions of her 
~ . 
parents. He exposes the superficiality of Bosto~ society 1n 
Bessie ~de, who has an affair of sorts with him "for ·the 
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same decadent reasons whi~h make her brother Alan an alcoholic.n45 
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Gibson calls at·tention to Howe·11s 1s words that through all 
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~hree_ of the girls in his life~yn~bia Whitw~ll,. Genevieve:·. 
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. , Vostrand, and especially _Bess-ie -~ynde~Du.rgin, get~- a ~d~k-_ -
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glimpse ilito~the .innat·~·.:·emnity _between the sexes -~ the game' -
~ . - . 
,p ' 
--·------- -----· 
or courtship and P8,ssion.n46 
. ' --~ 
' ' 
Yet· ·thi.s "anti-puritan prospers mightily '.as the man 
• .,'.i' -... ,. . 
or the ·prese~t": he turns Lion·• s H~ad into a success, vins 
\ 
back Genevieve, and joins the international set himself.~? 
. -
- - - '~ ' - ' 
At the end of the nov:el, Giba,(n, t_herefore reasons, Durgin is 
thoroughly successful on ~s o.wn·te~s; his career has borne 
·' 
him out.48 
"' 
~] You pay or you don I t '1)8.Y, ' " Dur gin says to 
. ·-.:t· 
"' 
-------,. ---------
Although Gr-attandeprecatingly says· that since Durgin . 
- . 
is the best character in Howells--and not a very interesting 
. - ' 
one at that--notbing·need be said of the'rest of them because 
. ~ '. 
"the same inadequacy_ characterizes them a11,n50 th~ vast ma-
c ' .... ' ~ ' ' • '. ' • ' ' •• 
jority of critics disagree. ·~ndeed, there is ·consid-erable 
\& 
discussion of Durgin's relation to at least t'Wo other c~r-
- ) • ' - . I 
acters 1n1the no.vel--Jere Westover and Whit\teU (whose first 
~. 
name is never given), for they are considered essential in 
11nderstanding the portrait of Durgin which H(?'Wells ·pr·esents 
in the novel. '· 
Since Ho~ells wanted to present a careful exposition 
' 'i . 
of Durgin,"·_-;ha deputed a sec3nd person-Westover~t-o~-form11Jate. , 
~ 
\ 
authorial convictions and hesitations, according to Firkins.51 
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' .. (Ona wm see very shortly ~bat' 1Firkins ~s o~eriooked. at 
" ' ... - <\ f least OD,e qther key observer in the cast~52) Westover ·is, to ....... •.--. 
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. use Cooke's phrase, the "Howells young~man-th~· insipid and 
·,, 
. -
---.----·-.- -- -:_ Somewhat feminized ~reation that HoweUs employed to typify I 
- ...,· , ' ~ . . . ' 
the Boston cult~e, the.nice young mann53 with whom, McMurray 
·-
writes, 11the majority of us n · are .}more cotnfortable than with 
· Durgin •s type. 54 .· :W~tov~r is seen · by a. numbel' · of critics aS 
,~-:> 
. -
representing civilization; inde~,.West~ver stands at the end 
' .. 
-,.,.,· 
·or the novel- as. the one character who can·.· "incarnate values .. 
I. . .. 
which really call Durgin~-success .· into' d~ubt fu55 £or l>w-gin:•·s 
. r.:{ 
., 
t 
- .. . nrailure," acc~rding to ·Cooke, is "distin~tlY-:·-_perceptible only · 
. . ·. · .. -·. t f:t·hi ;i , b · f fin . ·I_, it.l .:. -t· ha.· --~ n56 In 
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fact, innumerable times this "voice ·or moral,ity .and civiliza-
. ~ ... 
tioii tries j;o teach Durgin what 'Q,(s~~ge he is •. n5? But it is 
significant fo_r the purpos~~ of· t~e thes,is ·to note ., that 
' 
'Westover, as Carri~gtori points out,cannot.comprehend ~gin, 
despite his (Westover 1s) talents and opport:unities.58 
., 
Essentially conservative, one who "cherishes the old 
order, n Westover, according to MQMurrayj is n·sensitive tg all 
that threatens life's conventional decen.cies. as . he sees them. n~9 
And Durgin certainly has an articulate· philosophy which.i.dis-
tresses that part of-Westover which is in reality,. C(?wie·-
writes, Howells himsel.r. 60 , 
"\ 
) 
) 
But Westover I s view or· J err Durgin is not the. · only 
})Ossibie one, as·..,Ho...,ells ,must have been well avare.61 
. --
claims tha~ by depicting Durgin from at, .... least· one other\ "un-
biased"·-view,- that of the "philosopher" Whitwell, Cynt~•s 
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father, and. by thus_ demonstrating t~~.~:t;he act Qf-se~ing {and --.. :. ·:· 
~ 
·------~ 
jUQ.ging) \s .relative to·th~ person 11ho does the seeing 1and 
. . . l . 
--
' 
--
__________ . Judging), Howells·,is suggesting that no perception or all of· - I ~ .· 
·· Jerr.Durgin iS humanly po~sible.62 Whitwell"s "larger view" . 
.,._ . . 
or Durgin balances Westover 1s more· closed one _aruf" "keeps intact 
· ~ Howells I S a'ttempt to get hi~,. pict~e or· Durgin in the · f"ullness 
. ' 
or his mixed reality.1193 The author• s principle· beh:Jnd using_ 
. . 
Whitwell's liberal and open view toward Durgin in oppositio:n - :;· · -
to Westover's is nicely_ illustrated. in an incident which 
·-McMurray cites, .iiivo+ving-Westov~r•s many attempts to pa.int a 
~ ' ' 
. 
- - -, . 
- . . --·_ - . 
satisfactory {to ·biiosel~) portr-ait- of Lion's Head_ Mountain~ 
Obviously not -~blpressed by one of these attempts in particular, -
• • - - Ii • 
• • --. 
Whitwell generously (but ir9nically;· for our purpos~s as well 
as ·for those of Howell"si) says of it, "'You ••• [can'~ alway"s 
get ••• [thingaj right -the first "time; you have to keep. try-
in ~ n64 ~ gr·· -.. 
... 
In showing Durgin •·s 11rea ty" and that of the other 
It-
. ~-.\ 
characters as "mixed and ma e. by the charact~rs themselvea in 
their experience, n Howells-, in the opinion of McMw-ray, re-
v~ls hjmself as an artist vho,does not attempt to justify his 
characters or to pass judgment on tbeme65 What he,d;oes do,. 
. . .. 
ho~ever, to paraphrase McMurr~y, is to insist that one .can 
- ·• 
. . 
see and judge only in the context of his own·situation, and 
Carrington provides this chapter's final example of that tenet-
- . J -
that of Mrs. Vos,trand and yestver Is letter. ) In what Westover 
considered his distinctly unfavorable wrkte~ refereh'ce about 
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?~Jef'.r Durgin, the mother or , G~evieve Vo strand curiously readS' 
. 
-
_ a ·ravorable recommeJ.ldation s¥1ply because she wants ~., and 
'" -
tl$3. 8.pi,roves of the marriage · or her daugh~er to Durgin~ 66 
. _. . . , 
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-The characterization or J~ff Durgin, ·which Sullivan 
"' - ... -· . 
·, . 
calls· "the_ outstanding· success" or The Landlord ll, Lion's Head, 
-
. 
has been only su_perficiall.y ·probed, and the conclusions 1;1>ut 
·" 
rorlh are by .no means upanimous~6? .... -.As Hutton suggests, hie 
·answers to the°qtlest,ions of _whether ·o! .not Durgin: deserved the · 
. ' 
r success which he reaped _and. or hov1 far "being good" has anything· 
,. 
_.- 4 
to.do with success or with happiness, the reader must tbjnk out 
68 · . 
for hjmself. · 
. . . 
Yet in the. "thjnk:ing out"· t~t ..,.I do in the remainder 
. ) ) . 
. . . .... . . . . 
of this thesis, I shall remember the· tw,e critic.al comments 
. ·, 
with which I close tnis. chaptert. 
: •. IJ 
I 
. ,~ And-
. , . 
.-. 
With subtlest realism, Rowel.ls area.tes -~\char-. 
acter ·who is humanly unlmo,vable. Between . 
Durgin and Ho·wells, and between Durgin arul · 
the reader taere exists a gap of incommlllli .. ca-
bility that .. Ho1,1ells does not cross and that 
he does not allo,:i the reader_ to .bridge by 
any simplistic estimate of Durgin's moral 
wortho · ·The same mystery surrounds Durgin 's 
c~racte~ as.surrounds that sa~rosa.g9t some-thing which is in all h1lIDan bemgs. · 
To Howells, the art or ma.king .art meant 
being true · to life, true to · the lives of 1 
· his characters made in' their fictional ex-
perienceo In this pragmatic realism there 7 
· could be_ no finished· portrait of Durgin • 
He had to remain both realized and unreal-
ized-. Indeed, this· vas the concjition 9f hiQ 
"reality.u70 1 
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" •••. It is )lot' the- prosperous ·or adverse fort~~ of 
"-)f' _ 
. - -·- . the characters that- af facts one, " . William Dean Howells wrot~ _, · · 
1 
., t~ 
. in Critic ism and Fiction,· ttbut the g_ood or -.bad ~raith of the . · · 
-
~ 
. >' • ·- --.. 
I :. ~ 
· nov,e-list in dealing with· them. • •• He m~t ,~.be true·.-, to- what-. 
,-
. li.fe ~s taught" him about_ peop~e.1. Nearly ·sixty years Of 
. 11 
.. ~' ~ 
... age when he wrote The Landlord at ~on·•s Head; Howells--does 
. - . 
.. reflect in his ~ovel wha
1
t life _bad t.aught hjm about people,- ··_ 
' 
. 
- . ) 
- ' . . 
\~ 
•r" ' .· . -_ 
·and, as this cha:pter attempts_t~ reveal,, he doea deal with ! 
\_.: -.. 
- ,- .. ,. "\ 
his characters in good· fa:i. th. : 
' ,r···~ 
, -I • 
-~-I • ... 
'i ; : ·_, 
•.. ,;.•, ~ Since, Howells '.did indeed have, to use his own word&, 
. ,.,,,~· 
r. 
• 
•a very good griptt· on his, other IIU:}jor cbara~ters as well as, -
' " 
. 
' 
-
on Jeff Durgin, 2 they, too, spring alive and become signifi-
cant as character studies in themselves as_ well as·for their· 
relationship to the protagonist, the latter being.the prjmary 
. <,. 
reason why seven of them are ~iscussed at length in ~his chap-
ter. The first two, Jeff's mother and brother, constitute his 
·~ 
' 
"'folks'" (to. use Bessie Lynde's appellation for, them)3; the 
. 
next two a-re Jere Westover and· Whitwell (whose first. name is 
\ 
never given), two figures whom Howells inserts prj_marily to 
" serve as observers and critics of Jeff Durgin; -the final three 
.,., 
. 
. .. 
are those three women--Cynthia Whit,.,ell, Bessie Lyrule, and .:· 
. ~ 
-
Genevieve Vostrand-:--to vhom DU.rgin is romantically attached at . ' 
'\., 
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,:.· < · - - nor-~ her maiden ··name is ever given) bore .. ten. clµldren: four 
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of them had.died before.the story begins; th~ only two girls 
diE! early in the story; ·· two boys go W~st to salvage their 
· ·~- · ·· -- ·;:~·- ·c;:- - --·· ·. · · · " . . · . ·, . _ ... . \\ .. · . A . 'N " ·"· • '-
.. health; and And.rev Jackson Durgin dies toward the· end or the 
,; ~ lli-
. novel~ . The d~ughter or· a tavernkeeper who n-1a1wa·ys drank 
s.ome 111 {30), according to Whitwell, she had married Durgin 
"'-
against h8r rattler's 'Wishes •. Although Whitwell bad thought ~· 
' 
. 1 
-ill of ~er father, ~e says 
l ~"' 
of J·err Is mother It~ There ain It r any-
..... -~~ ..... 
• - •• ' .... ,,· "t/,e. -~- -~ ag~inst· Mis 1 ,Durgin. She Is done her pa.rt;· and a.he Is bad 
) 
. . . 
more than her share of bard' ·}mocks. If she vas toug~ to sta I t • · 
a 
, ~i th, she 1 s had blows enough to , meller her I n (30), ·and she I s ~ · 
. :, 
"Thomas Jefferson Durgin, the last-born, is the only 
{ 
sturdy child of t·his sturdy woman: "The youngest boy alone, 
of all her·" brood, seemed to have inheri1ed her health and · ~ 
. ~ 
I ' ' • 
' 
s:t,rength1' '.,{11 ).. Yet, as Jackson tells Westover, n·1Tbey 1re a 
., 
•, 
... 
--good deal alike'" (134) in more respects than this. Both mother 
and youngest son know 'What they want from life and pursue it 
in ·a manner vhich those who may be pushed aside in the process 
-might justifiably call· ruthles-so They both· strike ba.ck,.at 
what they might consider lllljust treatment at the hands of 
others. They are both s~rong of .constitution. Both are prac-
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\. .. -· tical, shrew,· and f~arless. ', ... _ 4r~-
,. 
. ..:_ .• ·. . ~ 
r---.. ,: 
I i t ~· t . ,· ' · .. 
: Perhaps _it is ·these very si¢larities vhich ~per - .-
I' 
-~-~-:---their relationship and lead Jeff to say that he cantiot "t"alkff: ··or 
- ' 
. . 
. 
< 
- .-
·- -
. -'- -•I: .. --------- --
.• 'l ' 
-·"'· 
' ·tcf--his mothe~: "_'She ·thinks I _don't know my mind •. _And-I:don't 
. -~-- ... - , ......... -.;· q C' • 
like· the way ve differ when. we differ. We differ more than J 
"·~. 
-.·_.-~·· we mean ... to 1 " (106). · · 
...,. ' t . 
. . 
. ...~ 
· -~ Mrs~ Durgin t_reats this -~o~ with ~ cur.ious mixture of . "'·- ·· .. <:·' . . •. 
·h;, •. 
~ 
.· ' . ., 
.·) 
pa.rental· ambition .. and pa~ental scorn. 
' . ~ - J She believes him capable_ 
,,, . ·.1-:,;i of takib.g a law· degree from Harvard, and she ,if! willing to fi- ' 
~ 
' -~· ii • 
. 
, . 
y,•' \. .• 
nance. his education. . .. Iet.o she very reluctantly accepts his - - · 1 
., . •• • ', Y) 
... • 
. 
. 
. . 
q,, 
• I. . ... •• • ..-.::, · decision to gi ~e" up, law and· take· over the hotel· which she. bad ~ .. ·-
. made of: her hol\5e. following her hus-ba¢ 1 s death, feeljng that· 
. -
. 
-in his charming .. yet callous pragma. tism · h~ is too .much like ·her . 
.. .., . ' 
' .. ' -
' "\. 
. . ..- -. 
father was and may, therefore -b~ too ttsuec~ssfu).d for his O'Wll, i-
.. 
- ,,, 
-.:ii.·: . good·. tet. -"wlien it !~ally appe~ed-- that her ambition·.-for her 
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.',l • 
.,: 
,p:, ... , . 
-. '·t_·. ·, 
. ~- . 
. tn. ., ' ,j' • • 
. • 
.c 
.; ... 
. · _ _ son ~s- not his· Sfllbi~~O~ taf.·-him~lf ·and VOW.ti never be, she 
• • ") I t • •' 
: • 
• 
.• I(_• 
abandoned it. l>erhapS :it was :the e8.sier for her to forego her 
.... , ..... , 
- I 
· .. hopes of his dist~c'l;ion in the worJ.d, ·· bees.use _she bad learned. 
. 
" 
,(;. 
. 
. -
.... 
. . d"- • before that ~ she must forego, her h~pes of him iri other ways"· ( 1 'Zl). ~ 
-t I 
I 
I . •I 
-
·~ ,.. / 
' 
,_ . 
, •••''I,),. 
' One begins to see tliat Jeff is not the kind Q.f son who can be 
molded. 
' 
" She wants b1m to·ente~ the kind of.society in whose 
/ 
'· 
. ' lo 
company she had always felt ill at ease a'nd encourages him in 
this direction. 
At the bottom other heart she had both fear 
and_contempt or all towspeople, whom·she 
. ,, generalized from her'·· experience of them aa'. 
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summer ,,folks of a greater or lesser silli-
. -ness.. She often found herself 1JDB ble to-
- ' 
{l 
cope with them; even when she felt that,she 
·•· 
!""' ·.-~ .; -bad twiee their sense; she perce,ived tha·t 
.. 
they had something from their training that, 
. with a1i her .undisciplined force s'he could· 
· never hope to irrin from· her oim environm~nt. 
· But she believed that her son would have 
the advantages which baffled her 1n·them-\ for 
he would ba ve their. -e~vironment ••• ~ - ( 1 Z7 J 
r .. 
. . 
Yet she· scorns him £or the sop~stication which_he ~~quires 
SDQ. res·ents what she considers his _patronizing manner toward_ 
' 
.:.~ 
her. She followed " ••• darkling and stumbl~g his_ C°'1rSe ~ 
' .. 
· ~ociety as ·rar as he would report ~t to her, and when he wo.w.d 
. ' : ti .. " ' • . 
. >.) .. ~ . . 
~ot suffer her _to glory l:Il it, _·she believed_ that he was fer-
• . ~ ' • ,,,.. ~.,,.;-.-,c:;:iW::::..-1.l; , . 
~ing he~ from e.~pride· that 'WOlll.d·not· recognize anythj~g OU~ 
.. 
. ·or the common in :lt. She exulted in his pride, and she took_ 
'ti • ~,\ • 
all his snubbing reserves·tenderly, as so many proofs or- his 
. 
__,.,- . \ 
. . 
s·uccessn (127)., 
. S~~ wants_ him. to marry -well--a~--encourages bun to find 
a wife ·who will facilitate his entry into high society. "She 
0 ~~ 
had vaguely fancied that with the acquaintance his career at 
<1 
... ~- \, 
---
Harvard would open[~ him Jeff would make a splendid marri'age .... 
She had wished him ~o rive~ his J:;told upon those advantages [he 
wo4d acquire in higher society] by taking .a wife from among 
. • . \ . b . 
•• ·• &h.ese.-people] and.by·-liying the life-of their world" (1-27).-
··--- ----....--·-·-·--··--··· -···-·······- -.- ., . ·····-· ... ·····-----•-- ·-·,····-····-· . ·~- ---·-----
. 
\ 
'· Yet she ·ridicules women like Genevieve Vos·trand and Bessie 
-
.--- Iqnde_ and· reluctantly urges __ his lll@.rriage to Cynthia Whitwell,_ 
. . 
,.· 
" 
his ohildnood friend. ' -
There had been times · when the fitness of • , • 
[Cynthia's] · marriage 'tdth Jeff had moved the 
mother's heart to a jealousy that she always 
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>( 'kept· silent; w_ ·1e she hoped for -the acciden~ 
or the provide c.e 'which should annul the dan-
.· -ger. · But -Gerie • eve Vostrand had not been the 
. !-. kind 0£ acciden _ ··or_ providence that she t,sotild 
have.invoked, anp when she sata1
9
Jeff's fancy .--
turnmg to1Jards ner, -Mrs o Durgin had veer~ -
a.round to -Cynthiao_ All -the. same she kept a keen eye.upon the yollllg ladies among the s-qm-
mer folks ,.,ho~~came to Lion 8s Head, and _tacitly_ 
canvassed their merits. and 'inclinations with 
respect to J err in ~ne often~imagined event - . or · ¥s ~ caring for 8.lJY one of them. ( 128) · -- . · .-~ . 
.,, . 
' 
'·- Although "soniething of the insensate pride that f110tbers 
. I 
-
' -- i . -
" ,i '\\ 
. have in their Qhild~en's faults, -a'.s their .quick tempers or· 
their' \.Jaste,fn]ness o; their revengefulness, expressed itself, 
. "· . in her tone ••• n ( 129 )- when Cynthia .forced her fiance to .tel~ _. · 
. 1'-
• ' . ~ 
:· 
' . . . -~ .. 
~ mother of his plans to drop ~law study 8.D.d. to keep . hotel, 
and although "Tl;le. ·mother of the bold, vigQrous. boy that;,..~-~rr · \. • 
• ;. 
-• , ' 
-,, :: ··I .1i, l~~;;.;'/, 
·· had.been stirred in Mrs. Durgin's heari,~and she lo~ke<f-at hjin 
. ' . . t. .•• . .. ' . . ' 
. . 
-
" 
with th~ eyes that: used to condone his mischi~f11' (125), ~he 
·<., .... 
_,..;. 
. :.\:· says to him n I Wha te:ver you' .,~e' ' cyzithy made you. You was a 
4zy, disobedient, worthless boy, and it -was her carin' for· 
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you.from the first that put any sp~it and any principle into 
you' " ( 243 ) 0 b 
• ,·,ir, 
There is little doubt as· the story develops that Mrs. 
,-· 
~ 
' Durgin ravor~ Jackson over Jeff, .. apparently s·eeing in the . 
older son the, conservative· bent and quiet consider~tio~_for 
othe~s .lacking iri the younger. "':tf· _Jackson ·only _had Jeff's 
health and opportunities,' 11 she t.ells Westover "with a suppressed -
passion in her regret" ( 199). · 
. -~· 
• .. ::lt 
~ ·-
~-She ma1{es little attempt to conceal .her frequent dis-
·- '. 
----4' .... . ..... 
appointment with Jeff and, ind.eed, joins the othe·r characters · 
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--~ her pious. passing or ·j·w;lgment .on ·marly or his . actions. One~ 
is tempted to say that she .. does' not ~uf.ficiently exhibit the 
. ', 
l 
- - . 
.. -~-,· 
love, f'rus~~~ted t~o~h it_ ·might _-haye _been, -that wottl.d be ex-
pected of a ;other deafng ~th a C8.pricious son vi.th whom. she · .. . . 
... ' ' I. 
\ 
·~· 
, :,, 
,.-. -,has· so much-in common, and in this respect perhaps -Hovells 1~ 
f." 
. ,, ' 
, ·" .II 
·-~ . . ~ 
.,,: 
.... 
...... 
charact~ri.zation of' her . is weak. He: is too quick ~o employ her 
. 
as yet -another i' critic or . J er~. Durgin. .For inst~ce, she sus-
pects Jeff's concern about Jackson's ··health.is not his but 
Cynthia I s. . T,i kewise, when J err tells his mother or his . affair 
, .. _ 
with Bessie J:.iynde whil.e he was. engaged to Cynthia, " •• ,~He 
thought it pret·ty rough tha1t his mother should· take part so 
decidedly-against her. own s~n·in what he might very well_con~ 
... . 
• 
. ' 
sider an unnatural· way" ··(252-3). Yet, in .analyzing her appa.r-
' 
ent disinterest in his.life; ~He could not deny that he bad 
r .... ·~ .,, 
I - '(,~ 
grieWus1y disappoint~ · he.r in several· ways•· .C 25·3 >. · 
Nevertheless, one finds it difficult to believe that 
' . 
t'his mother, who had risked alienating other boarders ·-wh~n, 
. ~ 
like a lioness protecting her young,. she had rebuked and ·av;tcted 
• .,. 
. . ~ . 
t~~ Marven, the socialite _w?o had relegated her son to e_ating 
J . . -
with t~ horses at a hotel picnic, could, on the whole,- late~· 
-
apparently think so ·11ttle of him. 
. . · .... 
... f.i.~ .i 
·',: I ', 
·( 
S~.rojlarly, Jackson Durgin, vq.om Whitwell calls "'the· , 
-
best o 1 the lot'" (50), holds a low opinion of his brother, 
. \ . ' 
remarking early in the.book that Jeff is "'spoiled'" (46). 
Ieate.r, upon hearing of' Jeff's engagement to Cynthia, Jackson 
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. regards,_ J err as much more the bene£ac1;c,r of the match than the . . 
u,.. .-· 
f 
·; ,~·· 
. . 
.": _glrl herself., n·trt•s better for Jeff...... She'll know ho.w to _ .l "!.; .. ~ .· -. : ' :· , ..... ~ 11,., -~ -;;- -·· .,, 'r.? 
.,,,. ... . . 
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mana~e hjm 1 " ( 121'), · ~plying that hi~ brother needs management. f ;/ . " 
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. In truth, the r~l~tionship of Jeff with this brother 
.... sixteen years' his senio~ was ··never. a benevolent nor an ideal V 
. '.,' 
,. .'t • 
·•--- ---- - • • 
- • .' • 
one • 11Jeff-had al-ways ·been a turbulent, rebellious younger 
-
"brother, ·. reseritfuJ. · .o~ Jackson I s controi, too .much "'.-his I jm.~or to 
_,. ' II'."""'' ' . 
l 
have the associations _of an equal companionship ·in the pas·t, 
-
... . 1 • 
and·_ yet too near bjm in ·age to have anything lik:€ a i-11iai re- · · 
"" 
. . 
~-
I ga· rd for himtt (261 ). · ', · ~~-. . 
, I .,. , .. 
.Following J'a~Jtson' s death, Jeff 8:_Epears ,o regret the -
·~ 
. ' 
. . ' 
.; ·,,. 
. . 
.- · lack o.f closeness-· which had characterized· ~heir. rela:~ionship: 
n ••• He eX!)erienc~d a _tenderness for his ·memory=vhich he ~d 
__./ 
¥" 
. 
. 
not known before.... Something like :-grief for his,: orotiher came. 
Upon him ••.• , a' regret for not having shOWll~ackso:i{ durilig his , I 
. . • , 
,, 
• I 
., 
• f fu~ that he could appreciate his un~elfisbness,. though' he.· 
. 
. 
do1lld :not' s~e the reason" or the meaning(}of· it ... u (i,7 ).. In 
. 
.... ' \ 
. 
. 
·other similar remarks,· Howells caref)illy establishes Jeff's 
,, ... --t . 
confusion about 11the incentives a.nd .the objectiveslt· of suoh··m~ 
,:. 
.as ·Jack~on (277). "He wondered if in the course of· time he· 
,, 
shoillcl .. get · to be_ somet~ing_ like. bjm. ··He imagined· _trying"' ('Zl7) •. 
•' , ..... 
. . (' 
··:v 
.. 
" ... 
· It is-· J·E;3re Westover who mos~ harshly passes judgment 
\i} 
,! • 
... 
. ,, (' 
. ft 
't on Jeff Durgin.· · 11u,t I find hjm no·t at all the objective\ observ-
.. . . 
.,--, . . ' . "' . \ . 
. 
. 
er·that most critics see. I feei that be is.distinctly motivated 
. ' 
. ' by what is most certainly the ironic-implication· byHo\velJs 
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(with ,.;h;!ch 1 have seen .rip critic de8.l). that Westover•s opin-
.. . ):; - . / . 
. ....,, . . . 
."'·~ 
... ions -~re -influenced by an almost perversely envious resentment 
. ' . . ' -
~r to that of Claggart tow.rd Billy. ·Budd, and t~ a not I- . .. _-·. . . - -- . - . - -
u,nim~~ant degree or jealousy- regarding the relationship be-· 
· /iween Jeff and. Cynthia Whitwell, the girl :?for whom Westover's · 
__ attraftion grows from affecti~n for -her as a,• child, through a 
::: 
~e.full.y presaged development,. to iove-bi th8 end of the novel: 
i~• 
·'-.(~ 
0 ' 
. I ·offer as evidence· the following ·excerpts., bearing in mind 
. _/ 
these· lines from Critici·sm ~ Fiction-11Leto fiction cea~e to 
0 : • • pi' . ' 
lie about l~fe; ;Le·t. :it portray men and women as they ar~r:,, ae>-
t, 
. 
-'--, . 
tuated by· the motives ~d the passions in the measure we "all 
know ••• n4: / ., 
l . 
As the J)ainter climped the . hill to the hotel · 
he saw two figures.~ •• ,, Such an appearance · 
might mark the· earliest stages of. love-making1 •• ~ . 
and Westover felt a vague distaste for it . 
which,_· as- it related itself to a more serious 
pos.sibility, deepened to· something like pain. 
It ,-1as probable that it should come .to this · 
between ••• (Jeff and Cynthia], but Westov~r , . 
rebell~d against the event •••• (76) / 
When he leaves £or his first year.at If.&.rvard, Jeff says of his 
mother, 
. \ 
"She•·s in good hands. Ja~on 1s'-well-for 
-~and she 1 s got Cynthia." The easy secur-
ity of tone with which Jef£ pronounced tne .. 
name vexed Westoveroooo He could not help a 
sort of blind·resentment in the situation. If 
· he could not feel that Jeff was the best that 
could be for Cynt,hiaj he had certainly no 1 . 
reason to.regret ~hat his thoughts could be so 
lightly turned from pero But the fact anoma-
lously incensed him as a'" slight to the girl, 
· ·-who ~ght have been still more sacri.(icf;ld. by 
Jeff's constancy. (85) 
.. 
. Wheii"-.Mrs.. Durgin asked Westover~ s op:i nion on the engagement 
I. ... < 
of Jeff and Cynthia,· 
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"Slie I S,'. a gir 1 in a t~ousand, tt·_ Westover . 're- ·. · ... ~ . ·., . ·• ",tt, - ··. - -~ . . -~ .. - - --- . 
Q 
~ 
turned evasively. ,, . . . __ ..:.. a 
-'9Then you· think; he I s shown sense ·in -choosin' 
of :her? 11 pursu~ Jeff's mother, resolute· to. rind· 
some praise of him in (Westover vs i,1ords.· 
.,, .· "He's a very fort1uia~e. man, " said the. · 
paint er_. '( 129) · · , .. · · · 
And in ,sp~a.king with Jeff of the engagement, 
. ~~ 
;--__ ·• 
j 1., ,l. 
..... -~ 
... 
Westover ha_d_ a difficulty in congratulating 
-Jeff which he could scarcely define to him.. 
·~elf, but which was like that obscure r·esent-
- .jJlent we feel to-wards people whom we think un- .. .,. 
. ·eg,iml to their good fortuneo He 'tvas ashamed 
o'f: ·his grudgej whatever it i-1as, and this may 
hav~·.' made him overdo his eX!)ressions of pleas-
ure.·· He vas sensible of a false cordiality in 
themoGOG t131) · , · 
[ C~thia] o •• might be as · good and as ·£ine as· 
••• [\ve~t<?verJ saw her aiia yet be instnsible to~ 
the spiritual touglmess ··of Jeff, bect\use of her 
_love for · him. Her· very goodness might make his . --
badness rmimaginable to her, and if her· refine-
ment :were from the conscience merely, ·and not 
from the tastes and ... experiences too, the.re was 
not so much to dread for her in her marriage 
with such a man. (211) · . . 
• . . : ll 
In asking Westover•s opinion whether· ... ,sn~ and Mrs •. ··:ourg1n :should:· 
attend Class Day at Harvard, Cynthia says,· 
t 
I 
,,.,,s, 
. "I think it yon]d be better for us to leave 
all that part of his life alone. It's no use 
in pretending that 1 .. Ie' re lik~ tb.e kind of people 
he knows, or that 1:1e know their ways, and I 
don't believe- 11 
. \iestover felt his-~heart rise in[ino.~nt 
sympathy o 0 There isn't anyone ••• Jef1J . !mo"1S 
·,·to compare ·with you. • • • You I re ·wort·h a thciu-
sand--If I were--if he I s half a man he would be-
proud--I beg your pardonl I don't mean-but you 
imderstand--." (213) · .. 
If I am not misreading Howells in the preceding excerpts and 
elsewhere in the novel, it would. s·eem that Westover, if he is 
. . 
:, ·- -
not fully a deviate:who enviously resents Jeff Durgin and vho 
\ 
would settle for the woman whom Jeff once claimed, at least· 
shows more than a passing interest in Cynthia Whitwell., The . 
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·•• . 
!,'•\!·I'' 
-eliga·gemerit is broken .tr4dway in· the novel·, slid Westover~ is then· 
~ 
-
I • 
. - . ' ~ 
free to. begin his co~tship of the1\ girl~~ 
, 
· A ten-year age difference separates these two when :---,··.' 
. 
. I .,,_, 
" Westover first meets the thirteen-year-old Jeff. 
'. .... ' /o;i. 
. . . 
From their · , " i. 
... 
very. first encounter· on t_he poreh of the Durgin hom_e, when 
... 
Westover insists that the boy ask his mother.to step Oll.tSide, 
# ~ 
. 
. ~ 
'(the artist confuses Jeff: the boy "heard th~se strange terms 
.- ' 
• 
• t. 
.of command with a face of ·va..gue envy" (15).'·,. Later,· "-Ir .,ft could------ · · ... 
·;, not be·· said that ~ •• [Jerr]·· shared the- affection which began to 
grow up in Westover from.their companionship, there could be 
• \l •• 
. :< 
no doub~ of the interest he took in hl:M, though it o.ften ~seemed 
... 
-/ the same critical curi~ait~ w~ich appeared in the eye of.his· 
. · dog when it dwelt upon the painter_tt (Z7). The analogy is -a 
valid one, because Durgin 1S r.esP,ect for Westover in these early 
... 
· years is induced partly by the same combinatio:q,;-of fear, curi-
~ ' 
.. 
osity, and loyalty which ties a dog to.its master. It should 
,· ) 
also be noted that just as ~lestover kicks J.eff I s dog ,-,hen an-
I 
noyed_ with it, his usual solution when annoyed withi.the boy is 
to "kick" him, although not, ·or course, phys!cal.J.r • 
.. 
Like'Wise, Jeff's behavior.i~ these first fe'W meetings 
' 
• !,, 
hardly makes·a f'a-lorable impression upon the artist. That :is, 
, . 
.. ", 
'·,1· Jeff's intention of turning away the artist when he apRlies 
, for room and boa.rd at the, Durgin ho~e is hardly hospit_able. 
f'\ . / • 
Later Westover finds Jeff in~imidating Cyntbja and her little 
\;-brother with his crazed dog, and, still later, the rebuked 1:>Qy 
pelts the artist with app~es in retaliation for the rebuke. 
At least two occasions come to mind in illustratton 
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of __ the reader •·s suspicion that -Westoi,:er· early bar.bars -a grud:ge 
. tovard the boy. Westover is not, for instance, willing to 
----. . . 
. give Jeff the benefit of a doubt. when he. falsely assuines that 
•, • • • II' ... •e• ' ; • • , 
,' .it -was t~e boy and not,, wtjhwel'l who. inf'ormed Mrs. Durgin of the r 
' ...... 
·.-. 
\ \ . 
l1rs. Marven picnic incident. i-upon learning th~ :truth, · Westover 
' 
.su.f.fers "a revulsion of gooet feeling toward him". (60). -·Siro:f·-
... "~ - .. . 
larly, 'When, as- a·Harvard freshman,· Jeff fails to.call very 
. ' . 
.. 
~ften upo~ the artist,. "Westover .tried to ~onsider his ~hole 
dh.ty to b1,m fulfilled and not to trouble himself' further. Nov 
and then, however, Jeff- ·disappointed ·'the expectation Wes:tover 
' . 
bad formed of him, by coming ~o see him and.being apparently 
. ' .. '4. 
,_glad of the privilege" (62) • 
-It is no wonde.r th~t-early in the novel- Jeff senses 
Westover 1s dislike for' him as a person. As ha tells··cynthia, 
i) 
".
1
--I 1m not s~e he likes me; but Mr~· Westover is a man that 
-
-0 
. . 
could be your friend if he didn't like you •••• I've done a·lot 
.. -4 . -- :, 
'-- --
of things to ma.k·e him. despise me ... from the start. But if you 
- . 
# like a person yourself, you Yant luni· to like you ·whether you 
. . 
\ 
deserve it or not'"(· (108). Contrary ~o what Jeff says, Westover 
. . 
neither.likes the boy nor consider~ him a friend. 
_ And when 1-Irs. Vo strand tel ls Westover of the- suspicion 
Jeff bad ralatetl to her that the artist(did not care for him, 
' . ~- ' 
Westover tells her "'He's wrong' 11 (94). But I think not. 
. 
Westover const~tly maligns Jeff (wh~, at one point,: uninten- 3 
tionally but interestingly enough implies that the artist is a 
·-
·~ "woman. 11 (131]) by his insistence on judging the boy b! measur-
ing his actions. against the ~credibly high S;Dd naive standards 
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. '~himd-m"eatMa"llestover.at the/1ge.1r thirtf-tive.who. is, 
.. . ,. . . ,( 
in Howells's words, "at he~ --~~~bourgeois and phillis.tinen· (305). · · , 
..... ... ~ ... 
~ ---~ ~ . . ~ 
Dur~ -Durgin I s. f:µ-st · year at· Harvard,· he and Westover 
. . 
. . . -'/\ . " 
have· "long walks and long talks together, ·~d Jeff opens .. 
11h1s mjnd~ if not -his heart" ... to the artist (1_92). Westover 
manages somehow to _sympathi.ze when Jeff is co~tinually excluded 
' . ' . 
--~~ 
~rC?Dl any ~ice in the management of' the af.t'airs of the ho:tel 
he hop~s some,day "t'o · inh~rit. Yet Westover is not pleased at 
f) 
all he- Jj},serves:: 91:t oceui:~ed to· 'Westover, and not for the 
r~st time, that the frankest tbing·"":in Jeff Durgin was his dis- · 
.. 
<> 
position to use his friends. It ·.seemed to btm tl;lat Jeff was, 
always as.lcing sometb~ng of him ••• ~ (105.). 
~. 
__ ,_ 
, Their, first serious falling-out hinges on Jeff's. al-. 
. f 
leg~ attempts to ,get Alan Lynde, an habitual drunkard,- intox- ~ 
icated during a party. 
. I"' - . ¥l'ter, Westover severely admonished the 
' 
bc;>Y; yet, .in the course of. this particular conversation, "What 
·puzzled .- •• [Westover] most and pleased him least was the fel-
<l .. 
low' s patience under his s·everity, .which he se~ed either not 
. to feel or not to mind. It was of a piece with t~e belµ3,vior ~o~ 
the ras.cally boy vhom he had cuffed for frightenin© Cynthia 
and her little brother long ago, a~ he wondered what fjnal 
malevolence it portended" (190). At the -close of the novel, he 
tb:tnk§, be knows. 
• r . 
. " Westover.' s · reaction to J err, however, like Howells I s, 
' 
is temper~ often by 1µ.s "illogical liking" for the boy. 
, 
"Westover was aYare of likj_ng Durgin ••• much more than he ought 
I 
a~ of liking him help~ssly11 ( 19_;),-
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. ~ :ey'the t;i.me or the Jeff-Bessie Iqnde;;;..cyntb:fa WhitveU· 
~ -- . . 
' .. ·, triangle, however' we·stover ,·s "illogi~al liking". has. ~een tem- . 
' ··\ 
pered br cons·iderable -disgust. ·~ tttWny_ · should I care what you -·-·· ... 
- . ' 
. do? I ft he piously askS,v Dtlrgin. ·t1tI don 'ct· Suppose you lmOV .. Wha~ 
·"' 
.• 
t. " ' 
. ~- savage you are, and I·'·don 1t suppose. that I ~~uJd teach you. 
I,sban't try, at any rate.111.s(233)°' Perhaps Westover•··s_disgust 
is ~.·the more painful · b~cause he has · often· tried· to teach 
Durgin "~hat. a savage 1 he is· and bas failed. 
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. Yet. anoth~r .•. o~ HO'Wf=l4S 1·s ~j or. spokesmen op. the life 
' 4-- -
. . : \\ . . . 
: ·. and character of Jeff'<Durgin is -~twell,. ·deseribed. as_ a . ,. 
\ .., 
., 
- - ---- ... - \ :·-s "' . .. . 
~-
.I 
ff·tkind Of philO&$Opher ·--t~'\;the · lady bo.arders I H Of the hotel by · .. · 
·, . 
- \ ,}'~ . ' 
-e ~· . 
- ~ • ·,., ~ ' ~ -t:.) - • • \ 
?{rs. ·Durgin ·(44) and as a tt'tc~acter'" by Jetr {77). Wbitwe;Ll 
' ,. • - '' , • •• • ._II • 
. . 
, ;ts most' often willing to gi~e:'Jeff _the, benefit' of a doubt and' 
. . 
is less critical than is Westover, ·despite ·the fact_ that· hE!: is 
l " ~ .. • 
. .. 
. . . ~ 
; • 1 of- a more simplistic nature th~n the artiet and. the, fact· (w~ich 
,,.... 
How.ells ·employs to establish ·,aJ.1 the, mor·e-· the greater oqj;_e_c-. 
tivity and vtlsd·om of Whitwell's- evaluations over Westover!s) . 
. --/' 
that he is the rather of ·the girl wpom Durgin •vrbngs. 11 Per--
. ~-
' ' haps the very fact that he is- 'a parent, as Westover is not, 
. l 
.. /4 ~ 
-tempers Whit,'1ell' s judgment . of the actio~s and behavior or the' 
. . 
,, boy. For these· ,reasons I believe that he is a much more reli-
- ' 
·. able judge or Durgin than is Westover • 
• ,i. • 
n11 don't supposlba fellow's so much to bla.me,; if he's. 
.-.:.:...•· 
got· the devil in him, as what the devil is, 1" he tells Westover 
,,, 
. ' 
or Jeff as a boy (29). r But, ... realistically, "'He's such a pest 
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.. - ~·to. _tl!e whole rieighbo~hood that :het·a,··have the most, ·pop'la' 
.. 
-· t. '-·'. ·• - ,; ~ "\.-
.. ; 
-· 
'. . 
. ' :- . '' . ) . . . " .. 
.. .f'µne•l ••• •.n· (30) .. \ (Apparently Whitwell ·9oes· not under~st·imate 
- . 
--~-- --- _<'l - -· - --- ----•--·--··. ---.--- --- ·---- . ~the -neighborhood 1 ~ dislike ·tor Durgin. As Mrs,. Durgin tells 
· .. 
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·. ·westove~ ~r _Jeff 1:So suspension from Harvard ·ror jo,ining in a 
..\ gang which broke a Streetlight, INSome dir_~y, Sneakin' thjng 
" 
bere w.rote a letter to the paper and told a· pas·sel o' l~es . 
. J 
' ' 
' 
about_. Jeff, and all of us; and the paper printed· Jetr~~-·s· pie-
. 
_t~e ~th it, ••• "" [66].) 
. . 
Whit-well remains a more constant observer or Jeff than 
does Westover as the yea.rs pa:ss. Present=~at" the picni·ci "lit 
.. 
," 
· which Mrs. 1-18.rt'en relegated Jeff to eating, with the hors.es·; 
.. 
.· .: it is this 1refrident~ philosopher" who drives home to Mrs. . . 
- . . " ' ...._ 
· .. Marven the 'seriousne:ss of _1'·her· social error when he, too, re- -
,""'i • • 
fuses f'ood. 01 1 don't seem to car;. much 9>r anything in· the·. 
~ 
mid~.e· ot the day; breakfast's my best meal,• and he followed 
°'I • "~ . • ~ . . ( 
- . I '· '' ' . ; . ' . . 
Jetr·· off 1' into the voods" (56) where lie bad gone wto lick his 
1 
wounds •. ,. ' 
0 ' 
When his daughter.Cynthia-as~s his opinion-follov.lng 
,i . 
Jeff's· p~opo.sal of marriage, Whit~ell replies, " 11, have· som~ 
. 
. 
times believed ~hat Jeff Durgin 'Was goin 1 to·· turn out bad •. 
He's got it~ him'" (115), in~ obvious allusion to Durgin's 
~A 
grandfather. La.ter,-although azfuoyed at ·the-Bessie· Lynde ·af-
fair, Whitwell offers sotmd ad.vice -to Cynthia in, .. what is very 
' . ~ . . 
mucn a paraphrase of vha.t Jeff, too_,· te:lls her;. WhitYell saysa 
0 I don't believe 't any man, I,d6n 1t care ho'W 
old he is or how much experience·· he I s had, knovll? 
~xactly how a· g±rl feels about ~ thing· lilre this 
or has got· any call to advise heroooo, .l pre-
sume a wonia.n' s got rather of a· chore to get 
along v1ith a man, any,.,.1ay. \-Ie· an't any of us 
much to brag on. It's out o1 sight, out ot 
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mindr,. wi~h ~he b~~1; of us .... 5 The vay I 
look at· 1.t is this: you -~ook Jeff '\ihen you 
knowed l.Jhat a comical· devil he was, and I 
. _____ pre~ume you han 1-t got quite the same right 
~~___,__ A to be dis-appointed in what ·he done as if yQu 
hadn I t kno,irci. tt- ( 240) 
. -
o• .. 
· But wlien fatherly concern prevails, he continues, "'Any way 
,i 
you le>.ok at him, he_1 s been a dumn.fool; that 1:s wha·t he's been. 
You're a million times to1l good for hiro ••• ,u (240) • 
In ~~g notes on Jef.f'With Westover, Whitwell 
. ( 
' . . 
/ 
s1:rs, tt~ H·e' s a good deal of: a mixture, if you want to know how . 
he Strikes me~ .~ don't mea.Il I doh 't like' h:lm; I do; the f~ 
low 1s got a way with him that makes me kind or like hlro· when I 
see him.J He's good-natured,alld clever; az;d he's willing to 
take any amount of trouble for you;· but- you ~n1.t1 .tell where 
\ . -
-to have him •~n .. (201 )·. AJid later, ntHe may--have a knife in y~ur 
_ -ribs the whole while, but so long's he don't turn it, you don,~~. 
· Seem to know it, and you can I t help lildn' hi:m ttt ( 299:-300). ..,In 
short, Whitwell"' too, --- is the victim or what Westover bad caJ led 
an "111ogiC8.1 likinglt,for tfe boy. Thus it is that Ho-wells 
makes it very dif.fiqult for the reader to condemn J~rr Durgin • 
Durgin wends his way through no less than three serious 
-, 
romances in the novel. Each girl is distinotly different and, 
/ 
l 
for Durgin, serves a distinctly different purpose. First is 
' 
. . ... 
Gynthja WhitYell,- his childhood sweetheart. A naively inno-
cent thing who judges Jeff by female standarq,s· and who ap!)ar- , 
. -- . ·t·· 
entl.y cannot understand the male mind as her father and Jeff 
~ ...... 
try to explai~ it to her, she deserves the ~n who eventually 
' . 
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wins. her,.;-Westover; whose mind she apparent.l;Y do:ea understand'"";-----~:',· , 
' ! 
, 
.. 
. .,. 
: i: 
) . 
'. 
Durgin is beiter of£ without her puritanical morality and nar-
. ~ . . •.. 
. -· :-... 
:.---~-~~- ·, ;.._., -··· -• --•·r"--"· - ~9~~--s~listie conception of marital life. Second is BE)SSie 
• I . . 
Lynde, ·rapidly withering Boston socialite-bitch vho, to para-
I: .. I 
f' -;:• 
~ .... 
. •. 
.. 
.I 
, . 
phrase Westover's \le>rds, amused herself with Jeff as ~th any i, 
· other man who would let per play with him (231 ). Yet Durgin ... · 
"uses ni her to soothe his wotmded social ego, and, in his ovn ,. 
words., · she makes more a fool of herself than of him, for -~he · 
.I 
. . 
.. falls. in love with him. .Of; the character type which Bessie· · 
/.a--""=y 
represents, ~owells~ sa~d in Criticism and Fiction:. "Truth ••• 
:1' - , . < 
paints these victims [or society] as th8y a.re, and bids the 
world consider them .. __ !}ot· because they -are ·beautiful and virtu-
ous, but. beCSuse they are ugly and vicious ••• with nothing· 
real but the misery that comes of insincerity and selfish-., 
. ' 
ness. n6 Thi~ · is Genevi~ostl'iilid, apparently the Only girl 
Durgin _ever "lmved• and the one whom he ma.rr·ies.. She is prob-
ably the most level-headed of the three, and the app~rent per-
~ . 
fect,ion of the .marriage ·further f'rustrate_s the prude ~Iestover, 
. . 
for Durgin achieve·s·~·-success in mar~iage as he does in~s voca-
- . · 
r1 
tion. Durgin's relationship with each of these three women 
' 
constitutes the following portion of this chapter. 
- - -;• . 
. ' , 
Ho'Wells paraphrases what Westove_r offers as a succinct 
.., .. ,,;,r 
description . of .:the childpood friend to who~;, Durgin first beCCLJlle . 
engaged: ''He easily fotmd in her •.•• a shy, proud manner •••• 
,· 
-... 
She ~de him think of a wild sweet brier, of a hermit thrush, 
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·bu.t if there were this's~rt of poetic suggestion ~.in· Cyritb1a •·s · 
looks, her acts were of plain and honest prose ••• n, (48). ·-
- . . ' 
, Cynthia is a severe critic or···Jeff, not at .. all ~ive · 
· about what ~he perceptively considers his faults. 
• l 
, {P" • • UWhy are· you s~ hard on me, ·Cynthy?"· asked · · ,. 
· · Jeff. "You dldn 1t used to be." . 
"People change. n_ 
11Do 1?11 
11?fot· for the better.n· (109) 
' 
:.,, '-~- ··l 
And vhen he says ·or his brother Jackson, 111·He 1s a- good man, and 
he's a good son. I ~sh ·I'd al-wa.ys. been half as good, ,n~cyntbja · 
.. . ~·". . 
.·· .·' . .,~, I '.i • ·. . \ 
"did not P~.o~est aga;inst his ~.self-reproa~~ 8:S [much as]. ~e pos-
' ' 
sibly hoped she wot+1-d" (110). · 
\ ct •. \ . ' ,. 
\ Balancing such criticism is her·· loyalty. If it's 
,1 cl i . 
-·, 
\ tt, ... some t_rouble yo:u've got into, ... I shall stand by you,•"'. 
\ . 
\ she . tellS• Jeff before he tells her of the . Bes~i,e lq.Dd~ affair 
. - .. . (238)~ She is·less loyal upon learning of' the af.fair. 
•···· 
. ·:In br~aking .. off the engagement, Cynthia_ says to Jeff; 
ttt·It wouTcin 't be · hard · for me to forgi vb'·~-you anything ·you I ve 
~ \\ ·. . 
·,i . 
, ... 
r-; It' 
done against me-or against yourself; I. shoi1ld care· for you the 
a I 
' , ~ , 
\ 
' . l 
·-·~ 
'\· \ 
\ -, :':.""" 
·~, 
sam~-if you were t~e same person; but ~~'re not the same ... '" (2Ji.8). 
The change which she notes in Jeff is not so .easily noted by the 
·.;o 
reader,~.-who is tempted to say that she, like Westover, allows 
· personal frustration to ·-~rifluence her judgment. Also, like 
~ 
Westover, she tells Jeff that she doesij 1t want to make him do 
I 
what he 11lmows" is right, for "'sometime you would IJ1B.ke me stir-
t 
fer for it ••• -' 11 (248). 
/-. . :· 
Yet Jeff remains EJ,ttracted to Cynthia:."He had a long.;. 
'ing to make aronement and to win forgivenes~. His heart was 
humbled ,_~ow.rds Cynthia, ••• " and he_ wondered how he would 
' 
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- -· •relain. the girl1-s. tr11St;. :he. had.,~o doubt other i~ve•~ (245). ? - .,. '\ - . -~-' .,, . .-:. -.:.·_·~r··· . 
. A 
··· · Indeed,· he reveals lriaturity of seir-judgm~nt wheii he says of . 
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"/ ' 
Cynthia to Westover, ~1She Wlderst~nds me., and she donlt.· over-
-rate me either. s·he lmew just_ how much I was'" worth,_ and ·she-
/ 
took me at her -ow valuation ••• -~. I£ -anybo~y can ·keep me l~vei ·. 
~-
and mak_e the best of me, she can.-•• 111 (233). · 
-- . _ · Howells ·tells ~ ·that "It struck Jeff ap _ a very curi- . 
. ' - ~ ' 
. 
-ous fact tJ,iat Cynthia must always have know him better than ., • 
;>-
he knew hi~seJ.r in so~e w,ays •••• He gave h~r1mind credit ror 
_ the penetration due her h~~-t; he did not _unaerstand that it is 
through their love women divi.ne the souls of 0men. What other 
witnesses of his character had slo~ly and carefully reasoned 
· -out from their experience of him she bad kno.wn. from the begin-
./ 
., ning1 because he was dear to her" (248).. \.--> 
... •,·-~··. . 
Cynthia gives Jeff several opportunities t~ redeem 
., 
himself with he.r, all· -of which he fails·'-to· seize •. The fact 
e-
I\,. 
'. " ,,_ / -is·tha:t Durgin. is not unhappy tha.t- the engagement is broke~. 
·, . . 
0 He knew now that he had never cared :ror her as he had once 
., 
thought, and on her.account, ·ir not his own, he_fwas glad their 
. ' ' . 
. -
engagement, ws broken. A sort melancholy for his own_disappoint-
.. 
C 
ment_imparted itself to hi~ thoughts of Cynthia. He felt truly 
\ sorry for her, and he truly admired and respected her" (276). ..... 
But he did .not then love her,.- as he never had. -
.. .i,...-,., .. 
, 
. . 
"Men were· mostly arraid · o.f her, •- Howells reIDarks . of 
'-' 
Bessie Lynde, 
,__ 
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••• -and it,/haS .. been O,bserved- o·t girls ·of ·:thia 
kind that· the men who are not afraid of them arEf 
such as, they would do ·well to be ~fraid of... . _ 
----Whetp.er that was. quite the case 1r1ith Bes~ie Ly.n.de 
or not,. it ·wa.s certain that she who: was· al'taiays 
the cleverest girl in the room, and if not the 
, 
. 
... 
-,>rattiest, ~then the most effective, had not _the 
best men ab9ut hero e o o The other girls vJon-
dered what she could see in them; but perhaps 
it lva.S not ~ecessary that. she should see any~ 
thing in them, if they could see all she wished 
-~· 
.--' 
·~them to see, and no rnOfe, -in her~ (155) -. '- -
,(. 
Thus it is that Jeff Dur:-gin becomes involved wit_h 
. . 
Be.ssie Lynde. ·First seeing ~i.m at .~ party, Bessie, who.se ' 
--.. -
first impulse was to laugh at the massiveness o.f Jeff's pres-
.-
ence, nevertheless 11 stood s};l.rinking with a trepid~tion· which 
she _ ~C)u.ld not conceal at the sight ... 11 ( 142) .!, . 
I - "~He's a riddle;·· and· I 1m all the tinle gµ.esmng at 
•' . / 
~,~
11 (217), she tells a friend. Obp.ously, Bessie l.Qnde likes 
riddles .. ~ Her fasc~tion with Jeff is prompted·by a morbid 
mixture of social experimentation and., seXUB.lity.. Although 
. 
,, 
' 
, . 
__, eventually mellowed by love, her initial opinions of him ar.e 
' , .. 
. 
. · hardly compljmentary: tt•Mr. Durgin ••• is no more life one of 
.. 
us than a-bear is; and. his attitude to'Wards. ,~ is that of a 
·. bear who 1s gone so much with hiDDan beings that he thinks he's 
- . . ~ 
· a hiunan being. He 1s _delightful thal,~-way'" (217). Furthermore, ·"'-
, .. 
speaking of the party- where she met~ Bessie says that 
~ '· .,,, 
tttWhenever ·I looked around and fo1Jnd that prehistoric man at 
' 
my elbow, it gave me the creeps, a little, as if he were really'·~ . 
... -
·carr:r'in.JI me off ·to his cave'" (15~). 
She is attract~q to him also by the fact that he doesn't 
.. 
· show-her much.respect; it is as if she realizes that he respects 
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: ... ; ' . 'her no; more- than she r~spects hjm.. she even tells ~her triend 
' ' 
. ~-
. . . . ' . 
. tbat. if ,he did, respect her·, 'she wo11Jd. care even less for· him •. · · 
... 
As a- liu:ntreJs P.,ursuing game; she enjoys ttt ••.prowling-about'·· 
p , ' ' 
. ,, -
in the great tmknown where _he has his weird being •••. ttt (216)~ 
. But res,ect and love can be distinctly separable,_ aa 
.Bessie o.rten fails to realiz·e. "'I don't believe I care ror 
... ~-
. .. 
him ~he least, t·tt· she tells her friend; u~tbut mfnd, I•ln riot cer-
q ' ,. JI 
t~in, for I've (never cared for anyone, and I donJt know.what 
. .. \ ,'::/-" 
,..~ . 'O . • . .. . -t,. ,• -:. ' ~ ' \ 
it'~ like 1 " · (217). Reflecting_ on such a, comment, °'ne is tempted ._,,. .. ..... .--
.. 
... . , 
.,. 
I . 
to say that just as Jeff Durgin often seems incapable of the 
_human emot~on of love, so does Bessie Lynde. 
Q.f Bessie 1s evaluation o.t herself and her affair with 
7 . ' ' 
~err, Howells tells us 1"What she thought o·:r, herself she hardly 
lalew, or made, believe she ha;dly lmew ••••.. She wondered now . · 
.:whether · this jay ( social outcast] -was really' more interest~ 
' 
than the other men one met, or only different; vhether he was 
' ... ' 
original ••• or merely novel and would soon wear dow. to the 
----. 
·tiresomeness that seemed to underlie ttia111:all and ma.de one vdsh 
to do something dreadruin· (175). ·:aut, in Jeff's preslce, ~he 
had no desire to do anything dreadful, and she wonqered whether 
... .,.. . 
;. 
it . wa's because "he was dreadful enough for· both" ( 175) ~ Yet . .-, 
• 
arte.r he forcibly kissed her (if, indeed, Howells would lea~ 
' 
...... ~--
I 
us to believe it went no further than.a kiss ..... he later tells 
his mother that he "'made love to her-'" [243] ),. it appeared to 
. lier that she must be in love with this man since she did not 
J 
resent what he had ci.one!.r Thus .she bad fallen under his spell. 
To Durgin, on the other band, Bes.sie -was very near to 
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· his early .ideal of faShion and high lif'e vhich Westover .bad , . · 
t~ied to snub out Of' ·bi :in. "'"You• ve got brains, • 11· he t8lls . 
.· her, "'and you're the only girl that bas-here [in Bostoi:iJ •••• 
°)YOu've got more. sensa....::and nonseilse-tba~ all the vomen he~e .. · 
put together I ff ( 227) • -This admiration and. "the will to domi-
nate her" (162): lead Jeff' into the affair vhich, to Mm, is 
-~ittle more than a game •. . \. . . ·,, ...... 
n 'I don I t care for_ her, t 11 he telle. W~·stover. after he 
··· -
1 
· ·· breaks off the affair. " 1 I told he_r. I cared because sh8' pro-
-.. 
-
voked me to •••• It's been a game from the beginning, a~ a 
• f,. 
question vhich should win.: ! won. She meant to throw me over, 
···g, 
' l 
if the time ca.me for her, but it came for me fir~t ••• ,n (231). 
And it s}lOul~ 98 noted that here ls in Other instances ·Durginls 
mind prevails over his heart. For instance, he realized that 
,...1 
/; \, 
., Bessie could not be integrated into his plans to '·take o"{er the 
management,of Lion's Head Hotel. "'We couldn't make it go for 
any time at all .. She wants excitement, ~nd ••• this planet 
ba.sn,1t got exci·tement enough in it for that girl ••• ,n (233). 
'• . 
• C • 
In· telling Cynthia of the affair, he likewise offers. 
' . . . 
thi~ · "excitement" as his major excuse: n 1She thought she co11ld 
have fun with me and then throw me over; but I guess she found 
- . 
her match •• ~ 1 n· (236.;..7). Indeed, she did, for she fooled herself 
" 
.. 
·,) \ n 
I 
\ 
·· ... ··~'.,:......, 
. :~ 7 
.. 
more than she fooled Jeff; that is, her social experiment back-
fired. ( "'~ 
' Cynthia appears, quite perceptive]Jr, to 11nderstand 
Jeff's motivation in the Bessie Lynd~ affair. As she tells 
her father, "'We've got.to be just to his disposition as well 
• 
/' 
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.as-his actions. I ean see it in one--lig~t that can excuse it 
- -._ -... . 
, 
some.- He cari'1 t bear t_o be put down, - and I. know 'he Is. been left 
. 
·~·-
' '· 
. . 
. 
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I .· .. 
, .... ·. 
•,.,". 
. 1 · ··out a good deal among the students, and it 1s ~de him bitt-er-;· •• -.-----'--- --······---,~------ ---------
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He saw other. yomig-men made much 9f, when he didn •t get any· 
notice;_ and when he had , the chance ~o pay them back with a gir 1 
of their ow set that was trying to make a fool of him-- 111 (240), 
he.did so. I believe that she in correct in.her- analysis of 
the affair. 
~Jeff. Durgin first noticed the girl that he was later 
. ·"<!~-
/' 
to marry on a return sailing from Englanp , al though they did . 
not meet at that time. Mrs.· James W. ·· (Medora) Vostrand and 
her daughter Genevieve, who had been acq11ajntances or Westover 
: \- ;. -
when in his youth he had. spent some time in Italy and frequented. ~ 
,. 
their h~use 01·ten, obviously ·-have mixed-einotions when they dis-. 
cover t~t Jeff is a "'son of the hotel'" (77) to which, coin-
cidentally, they soj o~ned: u •·He seems very gentleman.Ly, and l 
"'; ' . ··,I 
) 
am sure he is very kirid., t··tt · says Mrs .. Vostrand to her daughter •. 
Yet ~'I don't quite know 'What to do about it ••• -·,., (80). 
Jeff sees the girl frequently in Boston during his 
second year at Harvard. But his apparent interest in her is 
squelched when he learns of her engagement to an Italian army 
'· 
officer, a match much e~9ouraged py her mother. 
'· 
The engagements with eynthia and Bessie Lynde intrude. 
t\ between this break and his resumption several years later of _, 
the cqurtship of Genevieve Vo~trand, no\.1 -the widowed mot~er or 
.;,, 
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~, t~ .. year10'ld daughter. It appears that she; is the only .. gj4 
;''' ! . 
" 
. 
·Jeff had ever loved: n-titva eared for just one woman in this .~ .. 
' -
' 
, 
. 
world, rn· he had told ·Ja~kson before ,his brothe •·s death, 
•. ,. • ~ .butshe IS gone.•• ttt· (26_3),.- Or SO he tho,ight at that time • . 
. Nevertheless, the feeling was. apparently mutual, as Mrs • 
, . ' 
. ~ 
Vo.strand points _out ~ a letter_ to ~estover, and Genevieve m,.d · ._J 
married ··the Italian. army officer only to please her mother. 
The convicti~hat c,he had made a ·mistake -n-, grew upon ~ 
mor·e and more after she bad married ••• t" (287). 
Westover is, as usual, frustrated by t~ fact that 
v:;., 
Du.rgin ia, . occasiona~~traightforwarcl in. explaining his. ac-• 
. tions--in this case, in explaining his past romances to ( 
~.,., .Genevieve. And Mrs. Vostrand 's letters to Westover, which 
nicely simnnarize what Jeff ~d told them or Cynthia and Bessie, 
offer adequate excerpts to close this discussion of Durgin1s t.' ) 
romantic involvements.· In refer~e to his broken engagement 
. . 
to Cynthia,- tH' ••• At one time he persuaded bims·elf that he 
cared for ~nother because he felt -:that ••• [Genevieve]. was lost 
to him forever and it was nl> use. He really did care for ••• 
[cynthja] ~nd bad a true affection for her, which he mistook 
for a warmer feeling. , He says. that. she was worthy of · anY;.. .. , man I s 
· ··love and of the higlie'st· ,.r~pect.... With Miss L. ~e cannot 
feel t~1; ·;tie yas·to blame ••• '" (288, 294). 
. Of Jef!'s marriage to Genevieve, Cynthia curtly writes 
to· Westover, ·nt'Perbaps if he car.es for her he will be good to 
. . ., her'" (293,.). Apparently he does, for later, after Jeff marries 
a Genevieve and they ;settle at Lion's Head Hotel, Whitwell tells 
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· Westover ~that everyth:iJl,g has' ••WOrked out· :tor ·the, best ..... 
Jeff •·s the gentleman no:w, · and _ his vife 's about theJnicest· 
~ 
~ I ever ~w ••• ! He seems .full as fond or ••• [Ge~evieve 's . 
. :; . . ,·,, 
daughter] ·as her own mother d·oea, and that devil, that couldn't 
.. , .. ,. . 
seem to get ~noug~ of' to~,~· lit~le children vhen he vas a · 
boy, is a:s good and gentle with that little -t~ng,as~-pie'" (302). 
Westover is ll-ot·impressed. 
/ 
·/ 
,. 
J 
Having presented the evaluations of Jeff Durgin- each . 
~ 
' 
different but· for the mo·st part adverse-offered· by these seven 
maj~r characters vi.th ·Whom he is intimately in.vol/ad, I close · 
,/ 
. 
this <:hapter by paraphrasing the words of Laurence Hutton: the 
answers to the questions or whether or ~ot Durgin deserved the 
. . 
success which he.reaped-and ho'W far "being good" bas anything 
to do with success or yith happiness, the reader must thjnk out 
~for hjmself.7 This is what I do in the follo'Willg chapter. 
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Thomas .J.efferson Durgin_ ws· the last· of ten childr-~n-
·born to the James. Monroe Durgiris and ~the strongest o-r the 
.~od •.. ~s "strong, rough s~ame," according to the author, 
· "had been' waiting • o[f'or a strong, rough personality such 
. ~ 
as ·~ef'f' 1s] ever since I had got it of'.f the side of' an ice 
. -.· 
cart many years before.n1 Howells saw J ef'.f Durgin as " ••• ,a Lj 
true ~tistic New England type [who, in the course ·o.f t~~ twen-
ty-three years which the novel· spans, comes] in contact with 
urban life 1mder entirely modern cond1tions.tt _ What Howells · 
says· ·he most "pr·izes.n in thi~,,.~. character 11 •• • ,is the r.ealization 
•. '(\· .. . . ' . 
of tba t anti-Puri tan quality which . was_ always vexing th·e· heart 
r of Puritanism, and which I bad c9nsta.ntly, felt one of the most 
interesting facts in my observation.---o-f Nev Englana..n2 
In the beginning of' his no~el, Ho\.1eils tells _us that 
even at the age of three Je£f Durgin "cut defiant capers" and 
' 
bad the "mocking· blue eyes n that ..rere Westover· later says ex-
-,:. 
pres~ 11hj s inner. hardiho·od.. n3 , But not until the artist Westover ··-· 
,, 
••r·-
~ . 
meets Jeff as a yotmg adolescent does the reader receive suf'- _ 
-i'icient description of t¥ boy to begin formulating a character 
.• 
:ft>, ' 
analysis. What the reader sees through Westover ·is a fairly 
typical lx>y, one who can be defiantly intolerant of strangers, 
vaguely contemptuous of parental discipline, and bewilderingly 
., 
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~evilis1:1 toward little g4r-ls •. _ Such eharacteris-tics carry over -:--
= 
-·1,.""' 
into_ Durgin the mature adolescent. 
Iiike man;. boys,--J-eff Durgin finds that his ow/plaps· 
for his future differ from those of his _pa.rents (in· this case, 
of his mother).. Mrs •. Durgin wanted him to go --·to college and 
.~ 'j 
-· become a lawyer, but Jeff pr_eferred to be the landlord of 
.. ~~- -. .. 
-Lion•s~Head· Hotel, wluch he believed he. uld make the best 
hotei in the mountains of New England. HIIf I was left to 
- . 
choose between hotelkeeping and.any other life that.~ know of, 
. ~~-
I Id choose it a.very time, 1 n _he tells Westover... One begins to_-• 
realize that_ J·eff's_,. independent streak is very much attracted 
_, ..._.,,,,, 
"by the concept of being one I s ow ·boss· as he continues: 
-
"I---like a hotel. You can be your ow man 
,' 
* 
·- .·o 
.. 
··----...--~ 
,:; 
' ' ' ,_ '' ,_ . .. . ' :, :·. ' ... ~ .. . . . . .. .. . . ..... \,:~} 
• ,: - ro: 
•••· J' 
from the start •••• AJJ 1ou've got-to do is 
to have .connnon sens~ in the hotel business1 and you're sure to succeed. I believe tha~ 
I've got common sense, and I believe that I 
can work up into a great sucqeSSeeoo4 I've 
tnought a good many -tnings out; my mind runs 
l.,· ~' 
on it all the tilne.... I 1d rather stick here 
in the country, year in and year out, and run 
Lion 1s Heaa, than to be a layYer and hang -
around trying tq get a case for nine or ten 
years." (102-4) . . . 
Thus he hopes that he can taJ k his mo~ out of his 
. 
being a la-wyer. "As ... nearly as he coitl.d_guess, she wanted hipi 
·~·. 
s....: 
' .... 
to be a la-wyer because she did,. not want .. bi-m to be a hotelkeeper, 
and her prejudice against that w.s because she believed that 
selling liquor made her fa~her a drimkard. 11 (103). "'She thjnks 
I can go right into cou;t and begin distinguishing myself, i.f. -
I can fight the people off from sending me to Congress.-... She 
thinks that if I was a la-wyer in Boston I should be at the top 
of the heap,'" .Jeff tells Westover, adding astutely that his 
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· m,o.ther tails to realize: tba t ~ t usttaJJ.y tajt~s"'. f~J.y, money, 
and a lot or influence· to succeE;)d (105) • 
-
. 
- It is no.~, t~erefore, until-ire . breaks his engagement .,... 
. 
' . 
. 
· to Cynthia Whitwell and forsakes the plans t~ey had ~e for · 
'/ 
. . 
'""-.:A 
. . =· their. future .that Jeff breaks completely fJfom_his_ mother's vo-
cational ambition £or bim: he renounced at that time ''all no-
. tion of .... attempting to take a degree •. - That was part or a 
. ., 
'L ~thing that was pa.st, and was no pa.rt of anythjng to come, so 
- far as Jeff now foreca~t his futur~n- (251 ). 
Coupled to ~er vocational des;i.res for her son-are Mrs.,,-
Durgin I s .. social ambitions for him. Perceiving that townspeople, 
· especially those \dth social status,. ·n ••• bad something £rom 
their training that -with all );ler lllldisciplined force she coulp. -
.. 
never hope to win from her ow en:vironment·, n she believed that 
her son wuld ba.ve the adva.ntage.s which baffled her in themy 
X: ~ 
for he would ha~e their enviro~ent (127). 
She ought to have realized that Jeff's unfortunate 
introduction·to the social order, which occurred when he was 
r~legated -by Mrs. Marven to- eating with the horses at a hotel 
ll 
pfcnic, forbode the future. 
":'.l • (The incident bas a lasting effect 
on Jeff and colors his- later evaluations of.the society life he 
~-
encounters in Boston. Westover, for instance, knew n ...... how 
t • I ~ ~ 
, r 
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such an experience ••• rank) es in the heart of youth and 'Will / 1 
.-~ 
.l 7 
' . 
·," 
\ 
l'\a,_ .... 
not cease to sma.rt till some triumph in kind brings it 
ease ••• 11 [ 64].) 
C• ' 
For that matter, Jeff hjmselt e·ventually becomes- even 
more fully aware of the social distinctions b~tween him.self 
and the kind of WOID:an h.i_s mother wants him to marry. He does 
r, 
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: - ;no'l delude· himself when he tells her, n·tYou thought· Itd see some-- .. · ·...,, 
.. , 
----~--·- _ ---:-~b~~------~-~c=---~ in Boston~some ave~ girl~ Well_, they wouldn 1~t any :or- - - - ----~ 
. . 'I . , . . . 
-- . ~- ··-- --------- . -
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~hem look- at me,_ and if they ~ould, ~ey voilldn•~t ~ook_ at 
/. \ 
. ' ( . 
c· YOU ••••. You 'don't under~and. about thes.e ~hings,. and I do. 
,~ . .,, . ' 
. . .. 
- \- ' . . . . ' 
TheJ marr,y their own kind, and I 1m not their kind.... You 
think that _because- I 1ve .been a~ Ha.rvard--0h, ·ca,;i•-t, I make you-- ----------~-.-'------- --·-. ~--.a b ,,...... _ ,_ - -.,,.-~·-·:.~-- ~: . -~~ .. 
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"' e~~ee it? I•m what they_ call a "Jay" ai Harvard,• and Harvard 
don't count if you're a jayt:tt (120). His·evalua.tion of the~-· 
.. / 
.. 
ll' . 
·social ··system in Boston .(as Ho1vells presents· it in this· novel) 
and or. ~s __ ·~~es of earning the "succ·ess which his mother hopes· 
·for .is not inaccurate.~ · 
Jeff never did. achieve the kind o.f social equality 
-
with the "better" hotel guests which Mrs. Durgin ~!Jped for: 
"It became a convention with thefil,p,to treat his -attentions some~ 
,, 
what like those or a powerful but faithful vassal~·... They 
I • 
agreed that he :was very handsome, and some thought him very 
'\ 
i . 
talented; but they questioned whethet he was quite what you would· 
call a. gentleman.. It is_ true that this misgiving attacked them 
,,., 
mostly in the mass; singly, they were little or not at al~. 
troubled· by it, and they severalJ.y behave:d in an unprincfp~ed 
·indifference to it" (128),. seeming to enjoy, for _instance, the 
..... ' 
privilege of going riding with Jeff on simuner. afternoons. 
... 
This attitucile of the guests is further. exemplif'ied in 
the·· remarks which those women present during l1rs. Durgin's r~ 
. --- . ' 
( . 
buke ·and eviction of ~1rs. ~rven for her tactless act at the 
pi.cnic off er: " t ••• What could Mrs. Marven_ have . don(;3?. • • He 
-f"' wasn't asked to the ·picnic [other than to deliver the food], arid 
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·-,-- .......... I. ,,d~~~'t ·see. wh!', tit: one 0£ the~ said, "'l;le sho1t.ld have been 
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treated as a· guest •••• - ·If there is anything ·in distinctions-.,._ 
w 
..,. . 
·, 
•> 
/ 
/. 
-· ~ iri differences, if' we ·are to choos.e who is to associate with. 
_us-or our dallghters-•tt · "'That is true,' the ladies said, in 
. . 
one form or·ax;totlier, with the tone of conviction ••• n {58). 
. ,,,.. ___ _ 
____ --~~----------- -~ __ ----, __ ________ __ __ _ _ Though_ Jeff~ s _years~ __ at Harva,rd were not especially 
·.····:"·" 
"- .• ,.- ~ .. ,. 
...... 
. :: ·.·:' 
:.;..,, 
·-·· 
.~ 
. ~· 
happy. ·one$, they v1ere at ·least.,. educaWo1'1 in thf1t they taught 
" . -
· him more ·about. hjmsel~ and abou~ ~ther peo·ple.5 To Westover, 
who, in his position·as a Boston pa.inter, co11Jd .observe J~rr 
- ' / - -"-· .. 
~ .. . . ' . 
. ' 
occasionally~ , "He ·seemed painfully o_ut of his element and unam-
. - . 
iably aware.of itn· while nevertheless in a "sort.of vagU:e rebel-
. . ,, 
J lion against' his new life" (61 ).· "He did not make· ,the painter··-
. ·think [at that time] that he was growing in grace or wisdom, 
-tho'Ugh -he · appa.rent·iy- felt an -increasing confidence in · his own 
, .. 
knowledge or life~~{ 62). (~ter, Wes toyer would become 1t •••sen- · 
sible of the growth Jeff had made intellect11~lly.: He had not 
' , peen at Harvard nearly four years for· nothing •••• In whatever 
\ 
\ 
.. obscure or perverse fashion, he had profited by his opportuni-
ties" [192] • ) 
Jeff made the-wrong kind of friends at the beginning 
! 
of his college years. _ Westover, as a matter of fact, 11 ••• did '· 
not know how much Jeff had been with a set that.was fast 'Witn.out · 
being fine 11 (64). Westover did .lmow, ho1,1ever; that 
./ 
some quality of ••• [Jeff'aj nature neatral- · 
ized other qualities t.bat would have made bjm 
a leader in college, and he remained one of the , ..... 
least fan.Jard men in ito Other jays won favor 
and liking and ceased to be jays; Jeff contin-
ued a jayo He was not chosen into any of the 
nicer societies o o o .o It appeared to o o o [i~estove~ 
that the fella,., had gone wrong more through 
ignorance than perv~rsity, and that it was a 
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:) stubbo~ess of' spirit rather than a badness 
. of heart that kept him f'roin going right. (64) 
~ ;- .. 
~-1 
. -Westover w~s painfully amused by Je.rr•s grotesque ·mis-
•. 
~onceptions .or the "warld . where he had not yet begun to right -
~' ·. · .. 
. .. 
bjmself. . ~err 1::>elieved l~id .. things- of the society wholly un-
-~ 
. --~-----··,
7
---------- •. .lmown to himtt (63). · Westove.r tried to make -Jeff see how dis-
.. 
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.. 
torted his ideas. were, but ht perceived, that· the boy.thought. 
. . 
' 
hjm either "willfully _·ignorant -or he~plessly innocent". (64). 
' 
. 
. 
. 
. What disgusted the painter most wa~ that,. with all 
· Jer.t• s belief in the Yickedness of such a world, he would have . 
¥ 
.::. 
.- ' • 
<• •• -··•· • •r •.. L • •• ------ ·~ -·-• •• --,--• • --• 
' 
. 
willingly been par·t or it; and'westover_~suspected that-if.Jeff 
,_ 
. 
had any_ stro·ng aspirations they were for . society and for sociaJ 
acceptance. "He sometimes wondered whether it was not·more a 
baffled wish to be justified in his ow .. esteem tl1an anything· 
, ' 
. else that made ••• [J erfl overvalue the things he missed 11 ( 64). 
It is only tbrollgh his affair with Bessie Lynde that 
Jeff gains genuine recognition in Boston s-ociety. ,And Durgin's 
most symbolic act toward breaking dow the social barriers oc-
. curs when he makes a conquest of Bess·ie. -For instance, after · 
~ he forcibly kissed her (if, indeed, this was· the true extent of 
. their activity), "·She, for her part, realized that she had 
been ki9.J,ed as once she had' happened to see one of the maids 
kissed by the grQc~' s ooy at the basement door. In an instant 
__...._ ' 
0 this man had abolished all her defenses of family, of society, 
?~ 
. '-,'\ • 
.f>, ~ I 
of perso~ality, and put bjmself on a level wit~ her in the most 
sacred~Jhings. of, lif'8" (228). · Thus, through· this conquest, 
Jeff possibly "eases" (subconscious~ly, at least) the pain that 
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he had suffered from the Mt-a. Marven incident.· 
\ 
.. ;,:-
ili· . .. 
, . 
- ,. 7 
- ··-· -· 'if • ,· .,.- ,. 
. . ;, . It is Westover who refutes the philos~~hy 10£ the Jeff,, \: .. 
i 
Durgins, vheri, in· confrontation after col,lfrontation, Durgin -anq.. 
. . [P· ' 
~- _ .... · __ '."., .. _ .. · ·-- -the artist niatch philosophies. ··· Ii", ·indeed, Hcmells"s-phil~o- .- ----~~-· -.. -- -----------
J 
I 
\ 
) 
·-. ----
... 
) 
. \ 
phy was that of Westover~ the a.uthar n~vertheles~ managed to 
_. ~ 
--~-
·present a case for Durgin's. For-instance, in regard to the 
achievement of success, Westover tells Jeff, 
6,>Ct-.$ .• --r- .. -
"You ·can •t do a wrong thing _and prosper on {l 
it- tt ' . 
. ·, 
• 
00h, yes ~ Q!:!,Il, II Jerr interrupted with a 
sneering laugh •.. "Hgw do you suppose all the big 
fortrmes v1ere · made? By keeping the command--
ments?" 
"No.. But-,·you•re an un,lucky man if life hasn't 
_taught you that you must pay in suffering of some kind, sooner or later, for ev~ry wrong.thing you -
do . It ··. & d •••• 
"Now that's one of your old-fashioned super~ 
sti tions, l~1r. Wes toyer, " said Jeff.. • • "If 
yo~'re a strong ma~, you get there, and if you're 
a weak man, all the righteousness in the universe 
won •t help youo o o. I shall be blessed if I look . 
out for .myself;. and if I don •t, I shall suffer 
for·' my ·want of foresight. But I sban•·t suffer 
for anything else.·" (233-4) 
Ironically, it is the non~uritan Westover, cosmopolitan, 
well-trav~lled, and supposedly creative and intelligent, who 
.., 
defends the puritan viewpoint which the bo~n-puritan Durgin 
refutes and mocks. Each of these apparently extreme viewpointl 
is. debatable. The experienced realist that Westover should be 
co1ll.d not real_istically believe in such a strict system of 
" 
retri~tion that, to paraphrase the artist, makes you pay for 
every wrong thing you do. Likewise, Durgin, though only in the 
' pr9cess·of formulating a lif~lphilosophy", should have at least 
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som.e . ev-rdence at thi.s "poi.pt 1n his Young, 11re . t~t strong £"en 
~, .... ' - .. .. . ./0' 
· do not always 11get ther~•-" · -·For these- reasons 1: I be+ieve, con-
trgry to th~ opinion held .by some critics, that HoYells accepted, -~ 
it he did ·not whol]J advocate, a balance betveen these tvo e:x:- ·----v 
·~ .,. .... 
tremes. · 
-···-·-·· ··-···"'·--·-----·-·---~·}__:,:.~--~"---~c-____ .. __ , ____________ , _______ , · - ~ . - Simjlarly --~ discussing motivation rith w·estover -. Jeff .-.~ -
. . - . ·. ' 
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asserts that most things in this world "'are not t·hought abo_ut, 
-~--
,. 
f .·. 
·_-; ·! i, 
.... 
~.· 
·- , 
. 
and·not intended. ·They happen, just as much as the other thjnga 
-~ .. 
· that we call accidents•n· ·(189). Like'Wise he believes, ___ to para-
I\. 
phrase and refute Westover' s "Words, wrong things o·ften occur 
from the actions,or people who are in the habit" or doing right 
-~hin-gs, and, 111 as far as _. the grand result is concerned you 
, .. 
might as 'W~ll think them and intend them as not'" (189). In .. 
lllustration, Jeff offers the occasion when, according to 
Westover, he helped to get Bessie lv7nde 1.s, bt'other Alan drunka 
- ~ 
tt•I saw him getting worse without me-aning t9 make ·-1µ.m- so •••• 
. . 
But it seems_ to me that you're trying to---bave me judge of the 
~ 
effect from a motive I didn't have. A~ far as I can make out, 
~---·-
-r hadn't any motive at all.' He laughed, . and all t~t Westover -· 
. """ 
\ 
co11Jd say was, 'Then you-1re still. responsible for t_he result.• 
But this··no longer appeared so true to him.0 (192). And no 
·wo~der: ·here it could also be said that Ho~ells raps, if he 
does ·not indeed mock, both philo_sophies. 
... 
At this point in their rel~tions}\ip, ·westo~e·r is ap-_ 
parently still willing to give Jeff the benefit. of a doubt, 
. for he shortly thereafter admits to Whitv1ell of this incident 
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--~ regarduig- Alan IQnde that maybe it was just sometb1i;,.g ~hat hap-·-
a' 
.. 
.. .,. 
paned-and tp.at v1asn 1t me~t-(202)._ (In regard to this inci-
-gent, it should be neted that Westover fails to credit ·Jeff 
with the act of kindness which led.him. to set out to find Alan 
\ 
Lynde, who, drunk and--e.ompanionl~ss, had jumped from his car-· 
C """-' ·i ... 
riage en route to his :home._ ·rr, indeed, Jeff had baited Alan 
.;, 
·_into his drunken state, he at least ha.d·.,t{le d~~cy to find-~-· 
. · Alan. and see him home safely.) 
Another confrontation ·occurs when Jeff seeks Westover 1s 
advice on tne triangle he ~d involved him.self ill ~ith Bessie 
' 
and '°ynthia: 111! look at this thing_ as i~ someone else_ hb.d -
• done it; I be~ieve tba.t I s the practical way;· and -~ ~shouJdn 't 
- . 
- gQ) in for punishing anyone_~lse- for such _a thing very sever~~, 
Once-again J,rr succeeds in tempering Westover's, 
r' • 
condemnation-: "The acceptance of the moral fact as it was., 
without the unconscious ef£ort·to better it or to hold htmself 
strictly to account for it, was the. secret 0£ the po-wer in the 
. . . 
• 
· man_ which would bring. about the material results. he desired; 
\' 
and this simplicity_of the motive involved had its charm ••• ,• 
and Westover began to revfew the situation from Jeff's view-
point. It sho,uld also be noted here that one or y1hat might be 
.. :·; .... :.,.,\, 
called Jeff's redeeming quali~ies is his reluctance to judge 
others severely without knowing the circumstances involved •. 
Yet Westover•s final-remarks on Jeff Durgin's· personal 
--Philosophy, whlch appear in a conversation with Whitwell ~te 
in the novel, succinctly reveal that he has ceased to vacillate 
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·and ha~ aoltdified his position: 
--•-:-·:~--a,-,.... • ',.../L.." ·-""· -
...... ,. 
. l\} . 
"As a man ·sows, he reaps. It'~ dead sure, 
pitilessly" sure0' Jeff Durgin sowed success, · '{1 
-in- a certain way~ and he's reaping ito He, 
· , once said to me, ,.1fien I tried_ ~o i.-1aken his _ 
· conscience, that he s·hould get_ --.:where he was __ 
trying~~to go if he i-1as_ strong ~no_ugh9 and b~;.. 
ing _ good had nothing to do with it o, I believe 
, n0$1 he -wa~"' righto-- But he was wrong too,. as. 
such a man always iso Tq8.t kind of tree·bears 
Dead S.ea apples, -- after· allo I-Ie sowed evil and 
he must _reap evilo He may never lmovr it, but 
. he will reap what he has sovm. , The dre~g.ful 
thing is that others must share ~ his har-
vest." (303) --
.... ---··· ----- - ---
. A legitpimate .question -springs from Westover ''B .. rema.rks, namely-
if. Durgin_ will. never know that heis reaping evil, reaping 
what he has SO'Wll (,m]~ess he 'has Westover around to. tell him 
about it), then to what extent is· it truly evil? Or by whose· 
standards is it evil? 1;3y Westover 1s? Certainly not by- -
~- -- . 
Durgin I s._ Similarly.,.rit-, is difticult to see that the harvest 
.. 
which Genevieve Vostrand, her mother and her daughter shar_e _____ ~~--.....,.,.:..: ____ --~---~• 
with Jeff ~gin is "dreadful" in the ~east. Certainly the 
..... 
. ~---~ .. ·---,~-·· 
,. 
· author who can present so forceful and objective a case for 
J e·rr Durgin cannot 'Wholly &>1demn his phj losopby in. preference 
of Westover 1s. 
Furthermore, I believe that Westover fails to 1mder-;-
_stand the ''\condi tio1;1s , vhich produced Durgin I s philosophy. As. 
Cady writes, 11At home, Durgin has only the futile remnants of 
;' 
--"'"'--~- . _. . l. . . . ~-
• J. 
the Puritan tradition, dryrbtted into_ the d·ecadenee of spiritual-
J 
, \I. 
ism, the decadence of _ eccentric though salable 'character, t or 
the decadence of women's inherited _but unphilosophical scrup-
ulosities. From boyhood he has know that he co11J·d vanquish 
these .. with contemptuous force of will. tt7 In short, I vcnlld add 
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that, just~. ;taany a'clµ.ld rebels against ·a narrov-way.of-lite, 
into which he is forced, Jeff is a born anti-puritan. Further--
1' 
r . . -
mo;-e,. Fox sees the development 9f Durgin· and his philosopq as 
•·,i 
the" logical -resul..t of his conta,ct !7ith "a' world which seeks 
constantly to relegate him to an inferior social posiiion.n8 
..., -
-,• ---~---,i - --
,1 .. ,·· -
.. 
&· 
~ . ,~.-.· " 
To this I add the.t-it--±s understandably difficult for Jeff to ... ~~·=, ....................... , ...... : ..... . 
. " 
_ __/ 
.. _ .. see the shc>·rtcomings of bis· om1 philosophy when the; ·plllosophiea 
of those about him, partic111arly that of ~sto~ society,· are 
· little ~better. 11 
It is curious to note that although Ho-well~ may· indeed 
use Westover to expose the shortcomiµgs of Jeff 1.s philosophy, 
~ . 
r.:,. 
-· the author also, and most significantly, carefully establishes 
the artist ifs an_ agnostic (68, 134), possibly to weaken even 
·~~, . 
his rebuttals in the reader's mind; after all, note that when 
-Westover confes·ses. this agnosticism ·to Jackson Durgin, Whitwell, 
and Jombateeste (the bandy man); he feels "a reproach,_ almost 
an abhorrence, in all of them" (68), whic)l may very w~ll be the 
l.. 
same·reaction to Westover that Ho~ells spught to elicit in his 
conventionally. !elig~ous reader. In any event,.such a ·philoso-
, pby as Westover 1s obviously baffles Jeff, for, to his brother .J 
Jackson, he s~ys "'I've never pretended to be like some men--
) . ----·· 
like Mr. W~stover, for example-.-always lookjng out for the right 
' 
and 1 the wrong, and all that._ !'didn't make myself, and I guess 
if the Almighty don't make me go right it's because He don't 
want me to'" (263). It is no~ easy to refute this point. 
A ramification of Durgin 1,s philosophy leads us to ~s 
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beliefs--which could "ba..t-dly be .. called ·sentimental•• ,about love 
--
-••• ,1-.1:1,•1,• 1:•1,• .,. • . . • , · '_ 
· ap.d women~. whom ·he. treats vith a_ 11jovial bluntnesstt· (77). 
~ . 
· · "
1
·.Any man 1·s .fit for· any woman if he wants; her. bad• enough, 1 1:: 
-~ # • '\ 
- • 
. ·, 
. 
he tells Jackso??- (263). (This· belief· calls to mi~ Bessie's 
-"'-
. ]ikening_.'or. Jeff ~o a 1·caveman, -who woitld simply carry of£"the 
woman of his choice.) And since~ ~self is appir~tly 1!ever 
' . 
. . 
. very deeply .<affected by his love affairs, he as·sumes that the 
.. ,,,..,.. .. ,.,1 
. ' 
same is true of the women involved. For instance, failing to · -
understand the impact w}4ch his disclosure of the Bessie !Qnde . · 
' 
. 
affair would have. on Cynthia,· he simply\ shrugs at her appalleq. .. 
' 
__ respon_se~ _ Then he went home and got a good night's rest, which, 
'We are to surmise, is more than Cynthia got (2_42). ' And happy 
to be· rid of what he calls the "disagreeable sense of d.isloy~lty• 
to ·Cynthia h~ felt whi.le courting Bessie, he is happy also to 
~ 
be n- .... rid of the stress of living up to her conscience in 
various wayan (253).· LjJcewise, we are told. that\f'after he parted 
'With Bessie ~e, " ••• on terms of .humjliation for her which 
,.---"\\. ~st have been anguish for him if lie had ever loved her, or loved 
'-. 
':··: 
,._ '• ,. 
·: .. ·· - .. , 
. "· ,: 
. . ~ 
anything· but his power over her, he bad remained in absolute ig-
norance or hertt- _(253). 
-~ 
. 
. In reviewing his life late in the novel in a passage 
:which it woilld- ,be senseles~ to paraphrase, Jeff finds that 
·-
Life had, so far, not been what he meant it, 
and just now it occurred to him that he mig~t 
not have wholly made it i-1hat it had beeno It 
seemed to him that a good many other people 
had come in and taken a hand in malring his 
01-m life ,.,hat it bad been; and if he had med-
dled ·with theirs more than he was ,~anted, it 
was about an even thing.. As far as he could 
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make out, he: ~a a_ sort' or ingredient ili the. 
.general mixture. He 'had probably done hia . 
share of flavoring, but he bad bad very lit-
tle ~~··· do \,i,th the ·mixi.ngoo•• 'He had no com-
plaints to m.a.keo · Things-. had fallen out very · 
much to his mind {275)', · · . . · . · 
'L' ,. ' 
. . 
as, :Jndeed, they had. He had married. Ge~evieve Vost.i;-ana, .. the 
·"::. ....... ~.... . 
o~ girl he bad appareri.t}or ever loved, and he had become, at 
laat,-.the landlofi at Lio~•s Head • ., 
·.:'--· 
William Dean Ho"Wells .wrote in his preface to The· 
/ . Landlord il -Lion's Head, 11I myself liked the hero o.f the tale. 
-more than I have liked worthier men..... What seemed· to -me my 
aesthetic success- in him possibly softened· me to his ethical 
shortcomings •••• n9 It is therefore somewhat surprising when 
· Howells continues, "l do.not expect others .to share rrry weakness 
r· ( 
for Jeff Durgin •••. ·, 1110 for I believe that the author has under-
est:fmated the wide appe.al of the character. 
Howells bad written in Criticism and Fiction that realism 
-~vas lta trutiit'tii ___ treatment -·-or-material" and a "fidelity to ex-
/ ' 
perience and probability of motive.n11 There is little doubt, 
,· 
then, that he portrayed Jeff Durgin as truthfully) as he could 
and with a "fidelity to experience~" 
. Thus Cady believes that Howells was asking his readers 
I 
through this novel whether Jeff Durgin was the man of the Amer-
ican future. 12 If Ho~ells was appalled at the direction ·1n 
·""' 
which the youth of his time ·were moving (and I suspect that 
critics jnfer too-much authorial criticism of the character), 
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then he wo11]d be considerably more d~silurbed today at the ·e».· 
te]lt to which Durgin may~ .be considered representative of the 
~ -
modern American young male, whose actions, personality, and 
'7-·· ... ' 
_ _,,,.-
• ,c.:., /~-----
philosophy to some. ·extent ~eflaet those of J err ~gin. It · 
· is significant (and. maybe r~v~aling · o.f the future--the future 
~ 0 • ,, 
o.f. Howells;Js era, he may have been suggesting) that alt.hough 
. ~ 
. ~ 
Westover reflects the older generation's customary revulsion 
toward the younger in his criticism 0£ Jerr, Bessie Lynde 
(Durgin '·s age-group peer) finds~ Durgin t·s philosophy (as s1munar-
ized by Westover and related to her in turri by Jeff himse1r)-
• 1perfectly fasejnatingtt1·: 
• 
"He. had come to the conclusion that I was veq 
selfish and unwortey; that I used o.ther people 
for. my own advantage or let them use them-
selves; that I was treacherous and vindictive, 
and if I didn't betray ,a man I couldn't· be 
haupy till I had beaten himo He said -that if 
I ~ver behaved well, it came after,~ had been 
success1·u1 one way or the other.•t (223) 
I am tempted to say that society today.very ofien en-
courages men to be "selfish and unworthy,". to ·"use other 
· people for ••• [their} ow advan~age or let them use· themselveij, 11 
·-~ 
to.be "treacherous and vindictive," and to beat the man they 
cannot "betray." Such a philosophy is, to a considerable ex-
tent, the result of t~a changes in the morality of. American so-
,: ... " 
ciety itself and the conditions '-Ihich soci·ety imposes upon 
~ . 
youth today in an era considerably .. more complex and demanding 
than that of William Dean· Howells. 
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1For instance,·in American Poetry and Prose, ed. 
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: Norman Foerster (Boston, 1957), pp. 1092-1099 • 
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~- 2(.Bostont Riverside,, 1957)~ 
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3(Nev YorkJ: 1891 ). Criticism ~ Fiction, -accorcl:ing 
_"· to Robert Lee Hough, is stiJ J ~.he central document in Jijne-lill ,. -
.".:.• 
teenth-century American realism~ ( ''William Dean Howells: The · 
Rj.se of Silas Lapham," in The American Novel, from James Fenilllore -"; . 
- ....... 
. 
· Cooper to William Fa11JJroer, ed. Wallace Stegner, [New York, 
t~§5l, P• 75.) According to my research, Criticism and Fi2tion 
of'ferS the most valuable source of cinformation r~t to the 
' 
. matter of characterization in Howells•s vork. It is his most 
r 
famous critical study. 
~. 118. 
5•Bibliographical" (Howells•s heading for the prefa-
tory note written for the 1909 edition), The Laajlord il Lion's_ 
Head (~Iew York: New :American Library, 1964l~ P• vi. 
6"Bibliographical," P• vi. - . 
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Librar1., 1,964), p •. Z75. 
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f / p. 131. It i~ thus curious to note that Howells bad -. ·-- ... ~~~-,- . . . -I • >,/ 
. 'i ! :, f '~-- .! - _ _,. • ; . _,...__, 
.-. 
also -written that "No conscientious man can now set about 
· . painting an image of life. 'Without perpetual question 0£ the 
,. • f •• '!.~, 
• 1 
_, 
verity or his work, and, -without feeling ~ound to distmguish 
....... . ~ '' -~*' ' 
so clearly that no reader of his may be.misled, between vhat 1 
is right and what is wrong, what is noble and what is base 
. - ·• ·-.. -~~,e;·. ' 
·, 
••• in the' actions and the characters he portr~A (p. 97 ~ 
Criticism and Fiction) •. ,~._ 1,,· • 
# •. 
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. ...~.,-,:,- .,· •. '·, -
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. 9Harper 1s,. LXXV {September, 1887), 639. 
10criticism and Fiction, p., 1'12. ·" 
11criticism and Fiction, P• 23. :-i-
,_; 
.. 12Hough,· in Stegner, PP• 77-8. \._ l, 
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1The novel was first. serialized in Harper.•~ Weekl.y 
and in The London Illustrated News in 1~6; this much is cer.:· · 
tain. '!'he publication da:te of the first edition of the novel, 
~oweve_r, .is apparently not, judg~ from the discrepancies in ,,------
1 
the critical studies. It is curious to note that although 
- . 
nine or the nineteen entries in the bibliography of this thesis 
yhich deal specifically with The LaJ'!d_lorg tl Uon's Head note 
the specific data of original publication of the·- first edition 
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as. 1:897, S11J,1 ivan plac.es, it att ·t896~ the ed~tors of the · New 
' () 
Am.eriCari Library paperba~k edition at both 1~nd 1897' 
' • . . . . . . . -
-
.I . •' . . .... . '--~·~ Firkins at 1898,. and Grattan, mysteriously enougn; -at·-- 1sgg-;·-- -~ ·· -----:--~----~--- .· 
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. 
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- . .~:.: . 
· The two reviews- in Harper 1 s make vague reference to _the date 
.,' ¥\,: . 
.... 
' 
(although it could not have been, obviously' lat~r than the 
; A 
"t, 
. . 
. 
· ~ 1897 date of publication of the two· magazine issues), and 
-
. 
Morris, Fox, -Tilton,-- -and Cady ( tO'-the b8st C~f' my research) 
avoid the matter completely. Howells hjmself recollected the r ~.-
date as 1896 .in the introduction which he added t9 the n6.vel 
. 
'·· 
· in ·1909.. The Library of Congress .listing gives the date as . 
. ' ' 
.. .., 
. , f . 
2 ·. . . Fil win ~. Cady, The Realist ~. War (Syracuse ,~958), 
· p. 229 • .,. Eleanor M~ Tilton i,peaks for ~ny when she remaI'ks .. 
that ~perhaps one' can [now]·_: hope for more than six and_ a haJ·f. • 
( "Mter\rord, q The Landlord ~- Lion 1 s Head, (New York: New :~er-
ican Library, 1964], p. 316.) It is, indeed, one of' the pur-
poses of this thesis to demonstrate that in 196,9 The Landlord 
~: Lion I s Head merits the praise of more than a ~mall number of 
readers. 
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5.!!l Qyest .Q.t: America z ~ Study 21 Howells' Fa;:ly Devel-
opment ~ ~ Novelist (Cambridge, 143.~sachusetts, '1958), P• 269 • 
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meht~,y G~oProsp.~rity and ~dversity:, they've got~---·--.=--: 
nothing to do 1,11.th conduct<> ·Ir you 9re a strong _-.. = 
-••: 
---man,..·-you.- get the.r-e~- and--· if you0re a -weak man,.. · · 
all the ri~ht·eo~ness in the .. un~verse· i:ronnt help 
youo G)Q O H:o tThe Landlord at Lion fls Head [Ne~, York:· 
New .American Library, 19b4] ,. PP• ·233-4. Subse- .. 
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,_ -- ' - H~vells: A Century gt Crit·~cism, ed. ,Kenneth E. Eble (Dallas, 
"\ ( 1962), P• 226. _ This collection will hereafter be referred to 
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